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NOTES TO USERS

L This Manual is complementary to the Bulldog T Mk lFlightReference cards (Apl0lB-3s01-14).

2. This Manual is divided by marker cards as follows:

Preliminaries
Part 1 DescriptionandManagement
Part 2 Limitations
Part3 llandling

Part 4 Emergencies
Part 5 OpcratingData
Part 6 Illushations

Where applicable, each Part is divided into Chapters as listed on its marker card. Each page is identifieil
byaParlchapterandPagereference. Thus,apagebearingthercferencel-3Page3ispage3ofpartl,
Chapter 3.

3. The Iimitations quotcd inPart2 are mandatory and aretrottobe exc€eded excep in an emergercy.
Inskrctions containing the word 'must' are also mandatory.

4' ThisManual andits associatedFliglrtReference Cards aimtoprovidethebestoperating instructions
aod advice cunently available. Altlrough they provide guidance for most eventualities, they are not
subatitutesforsoundjudgcmentand good airmanship; moreover,they assumeanadequateknowledge ofthe
pertinentvolumes ofAP 3456(series) -Flying. Furtlrermore, circumstances mightrequireairctewto depart
fromormodifytheprescribedproceduresandchills. Consequently,theManualandFlightReferenceCards
shouldnotberegarded as documents which aretobeadheredto inflexiblyatalltimes otherthanas explained
in para 3.

5. Amendment lists are issued as necessary and each amendment list instruction sheet includes a list of
modificationscoveredbytheamendment. Neworamendedmatterofimportanceisindicatedbyt.......t
forinsertionsand<}ifordeletions. SheetsissuedbyamendmentbeartheALnumberatthebottomofthe
odd-numberedpage urd any symbols on eitherpage forming asheetreferto this amendment list. However,
when a new chapter is issued with an amendment list, or an existing chapter is completely revised this fact
is indicated within the heading of the chapter and the symbols do not appear on the pages.

6. The following conventions are observed throughout this Manual:

a. The actral narkings on controls are indicated in the text by capital letters.

b. Unless otherwisestated allairspeeds, accelerometerreadings,temperatures and altitudes quoted
are inilicated values.

O ". WARNINGsarerThatwhich,ifnotobserved,mayresultinthelossoftheaircraftand./ordeath
oriajury'.

d. CAUTIONS are 'That which, if not observed, may result in damage to the aircraft or its
equipment'.

e. Notesare'Thatwhichitisessentialtoemphasize'. Otherinformationwhichrequiresemphasisis
printed in italics. O

f. Crossreferenes inthetextreferto Chapters inthe samePart,unless otherwisestatett.

1 . Modification numbers are only referred to in the trxt when it is necessary to differentiate between pre-
andpost-Modstates. Alistofmodificationsmentionedinthetextisincludedinthepreliminarypageswith
a cross reference to the lcation in the text of the modification details.

IMPORTANT

Comments andsuggestions shouldbeforwardedtotheOfficer
Comman din g, Royal Air Force Handling Squadron,Boscombe

Down, Salisbury,SP4 0JI'.



Ministry of Defence
July 1998

Amendment Instructions for AL 2l
to

AP l0lB-3801-15 & t6

AMENDMENT LIST No 21 TO

. BULLDOGT MKl AIRCREWMANUALAND
OPERATINGDATAMANUAL

l. In addition to this instruction sheet, this Amendment List consists of l8

-" sheets which should be inserted in the Manual as replacement pages.

2. This Amendment List incorporates changes resulting from the Booster
Pump policy review, the fleet embodiement of MOD 330, changes to limita-
tions to bring them into line with an expected MAR amendment and minor
editorial changes.

3. ANA 13 and 14 are included within this amendment.

4. llhen this Amendment List is incorporated, check that the make-up of the
Manual is in agreement with the List of Pages issued with this Amendment
List. Then record the incorporation on the Amendment Record Sheet and
destroy the pages removed together with this instruction sheet.
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AP l0lB-3801-15 & 16

INTRODUCTION

l. The Bulldog T Mk I is a fully aerobatic, single-engined, all metal, light

^ training aircraft having side-by-side seating for two crew members. space for
O stowage of light baggage is Uitrina the seats. a

2. The power plant is an Avco-Lycoming 10-360-4 I 86 4-cylinder, air-cooled
engine driving a2-blade, constant-speed metal propeller. Engine and propeller
controls are on a pedestal between the crew seats.

3. Rectified output from an engine-driven alternator is regulated at 2g volts DC
and fed to a single busbar which is also connected to a 24-volt battery. External
DC can be connected to feed all aircraft services.

Preliminaries
Page 3 (AL 2l)



4. There are dual, conventional flying controls. Rudder pedal movement gives
nosewheel steering on the ground; the toe end ofeach pedal gives direct braking
of the associated main wheel. There are adjustable trimmers for elevator and
rudder. Flaps are electrically operated to either of two extended positions.

5. Two interconnected metal fuel tanks in each wing feed to a selector on the
cockpit floor aft ofthe left control column. The selector can be set to supply fuel
to the engine, via a booster pump, from either or both wings.

6. The avionics installation comprises a communications control system, a
UHF communications set, a vHF communications set, a transponder and
VOR/ILS/DME.

7. All flight instruments, engine instruments and avionics controls are on the
main instrument panel. circuit breakers and system controls and indicators are
on the strip panel below the main instrument panel and on the centre pedestal.

8. Panel layout and nomenclature are shown on Fig L

Preliminaries
Page 4
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Principal Dimensions

Refer to Fig 2

Power Plant

Engine change unit ...

Type

Propeller

Engine oil capacitY ..'

Engine oil type

AP 10lB-3801-15 & 16

LEADING PARTICTJLARS

Avco-Lycoming 10-360-A I 86
4-cylinder, horizontally opposed, air cooled, direct

drive, fuel injection
Hartzell 2-bladed, hydraulic operation, constant

speeding, variable pitch
1-67 imperial gallons (filler cap marked 7'5 litres,

dipstick graduated zt 4, 6, and 7'5 litres)

O Specification

DERD 2450 Minus 10oC to +30'C OMD-160 0-123 Esso/Exxon
EB80or

Shell W80 a

FueI System

Standard Fuel

Code Designation Specification Grade

Emergency Fuel

Four star Mogas to BS 4040 is pemritted for emergency use within the

limitations of maximum outside air temperature 25'C and maximum altitude

6000 feet. A mixture of Mogas and Avgas is acceptable in any ratio as long as

the conditions for Mogas use are applied. As Mogas is not subject to the same

quality surveillance as Avgas, this clearance is not intended to cover the use of

Mogas during temporary diffrculties in the supply of Avgas.

Preliminaries
PageT (AL 19)

Ambient Air
Teruperature

Joint Sentice NATO
Designation Code

Oil Company
Grade



Tank capacity 2 x 16'5 imperial gallons

Usable fuel ... 2 x L6'0 imperial gallons

Landing Gear

Type TricYcle, non-retractable

Mainwheel tyre pressure ... 30 PSI

. Mainwheel brake fluid DTD 585 (OM-15)

Nosewheel tyre pressure ... 40 PSI

Nosewheel steering range t16o

Electrical System

Alternator ... 28-volt nominal, rectified AC' 70 amPere

Battery ... Gates sealedlead'acid2Lvolt, 18 anpere-hour
(l hour rate)

AC system ... None
External supply 2d to?8-volt trolley

Radio

Communications control ... SG Brown B69lBlL9
r.iIIF ARC 164 (ARI23315)
VHF Bendix RT 241B

a ssR AT 1s0 (AHt23373tt) 'voR/rLS/DME NAV 825/IDME 891 (ARI23414)

Preliminaries
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AP l0lB-3801-15 & 16

LIST OF MODIFICATIONS MENTIONED IN THE TE)M

ModNo Brief Description
Location in the Text
Part Chap Para

272 Escape hammer

LIST OF ASSOCIATED AIR PI,IBLICATIONS

Bulldog T Mk I Flight Reference Cards ... AP l0lB-3801-14
Bulldog T Mk I Aircraft Servicing Manual AP l0lB-3801-l

Note: A list of associated publications and air diagrams is given in the Aircraft
Servicing Manual.

LIST OF ABBREYIATIONS USED IN THE TE)ff

AGL Above ground level
AMSL Above mean sea level
AOD Aft of datum
ASI Airspeed indicator
AIIW All up weight

BCAR British Civil Ainvorthiness
Requirements

BCF Bromochlorodifluoro-
methane

Best economy mixture
Best power mixture

C Celsius
CCS Communicationscontrol

system
CCU Communicationscontol

unit

CG Centre of gravity
CHAG Chain aresting gear

CHT Cylinder head temperature

DC Direct current
DI Direction indicator
DME Distance measuring

equipment

Equivalent airspeed
Engine driven pump

FL Flight level
FRC Flight Reference Cards

Hg Mercury
HP Horse power

(continued)

Preliminaries
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List of Abbreviations - continued

Hz Hertz (cycles per second) PSI Pounds per square inch
PSP Personal survival pack

IAS Indicated airspeed PUAG Purpose use anesting gear

IMC Instrumentmeteorological
conditions QFI Qualified flying instmctor

ILS Instrument landing system QRF Quick release fitting
in Inches
ISA International standard Oa

atnosphere RAS Rectified airspeed

RHAG Rotary hydraulic aresting
kg Kilogram gear /
kl{z Kilohertz RPM Revolutions per minute

Rx Reception

lb Pounds
LCG Load classification group SSR Secondary surveillance

radar

m Meffes Tx Transmission
MAH Minimumabandonment

height lrllF Ulra high frequencY

MHz Megahertz
VHF Very high frequencY

NM Nautical miles VOR VHF omni-directional
radio range

OAT Outside air temperature VSI Vertical speed indicator .-

PEC Pressure error correction ZFW Zero fuel weight

Preliminaries
Page l0



AP l0l8-3801-t5
Electrical System

PART 1

CHAPTER 1 . ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Contents

Para
SYSTEM DBSCRIPTION

General
Generation ...

Battery
External Supply
Indication

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMENT
Before Starting
Starting
During Flight

MALFLTNCTIONING
Alternator Failure

lllustrations
Circuit Breaker Panel

Electrical System

I
2
4
7

9

t0
l1
t2

t3

Fig
1

2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

General

l. ln normal operation, a single DC busbar is fed by the rectified output of an

engine-driven alternator, backed up by a24-voltbattery. On the ground with the
engine stopped, the busbar can be suppli ed by the battery alone or fr om an external
supply. Distribution is via circuit breakers on the strip panel (Fig 1) below the
maininstrumentpanel. ThesystemisillustratedbyFig2. Controlsandindicators
are listed in Table l.

I -l
Page I (AL 17)



Table I - Electrical System Controls and lndicators

Item Location Marking

Altemator control switch

Alternator failure light (red)

Battery master switch

ALTERNATOR -
OFF/on

Starterpanel ALTERNATOR

)
)
)
)
)
) BATTERY MASTER -

OFF/on

Volts/amps indicator Main instrument V/A 0 to + 40
panel bottom left

Volts/amps selector switch Left side panel VOLTS - AMPS
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Generation

2. An alternator is forward on the right side of the engine and is belt-driven by
theengine. Thealternatorunitincorporatesarectiffingstagetoprovideanominal
28-volt DC output (27 .5 t:0.5 volts) up to a nuximum load of 70 arrperes. The
field circuit includes the altemator or/OFIF switch, the voltage regulator and an

overvoltage relay. If output voltage rises to approximately 31 volts, the freld
circuit is broken by the relay and alternator output falls; the red ALTERNATOR
light comes on. If voltage subsequenfly returns to nonnal, the overvoltage relay
resets and the alternator can be reinstated by setting the conEol swirch to OFF and
then on (light out).

3. If alternator output falls to 25 volts the red ALTERNATOR warning light
comes on to indicatethefault; thelightgoesoutwhenvoltageincreasesto2Tvolts.

Battery

4. A 2A-v olt" 1 8 ampere-hour (1 hour rate) battery is behind a panel in the right
side of the fuselage aft of the cockpit. The battery (+) is connected to one main
terminal of a battery relay and also feeds successively through the coil of that
relay, through contacts of the ground supply relay (when de-energized) and
through the battery master switch to earth.

5. The BATTERY MASTER switch is on the starter panel. When 'on' is
selected, the battery relay is energized and the battery is connected to the busbar.
Because the battery relay coil circuit is through the ground supply relay, the
battery cannot be connected to the busbar while a ground supply is connected.

6. Following alternatorfailure, an807o chargedbattery shouldbe capable of
supporting the following services for 45 minutes:

Flap motor and indicator Pitot head heater
Fuel contents gauge Instruments
Ex0emal lights UIIF or VIF Gx plus short periods of Tx)
Internal lighting Communication conhol

Note: UIIF transmission is only available for about 12 minutes; alternatively,
VIIF communication is available for about 35 minutes.

l-l
Paee 3 (AL 17)
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External Supply

7. fui external power socket is in the fuselage, just aft of the left wing root" for
use druing ground testing and engine surting. When a suiable supply is
plugged b (U- to 28-volt tulley), the ground supply relay is enerfi*A
(isolating the battery) and the busbar is supplied from the external source.

8. There is no reverse current protection for the external supply. Therefore,
when the engine is started from a ground supply, the alternator charges the
trolley baueries until the ground supply is disconnected.

Indication

9. A vols/arnperes indicaor (minus 40 o + 40 unrts) is on the left side of ttte
main instrument panel. An adjacent VOLTS/AIVIPS selector swirch permits se-

lection of indicatorreadings as follows:

a. VOLTS: Busbarvoltage.

b. AMPS: Rate of chage/discharge of the aircraft battery.

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMET{T

Before Startiry

10.Set the BATTERY IvIASTER swirch to OIIF before carrying out the
Extcrnal Checks During the CockpitChects, checkthe voltageof the ground

supply if available. Set the BATTERY tvIASTERswirch to'on' and check that
the ALTERNATOR red light is on. When starting with an extemal sqrply,
leave the alternator swirch o OFF; set it !o 'on' when starting with tbe aircraft
battery.

.Sarting

1 1. After disconnecting an external supply, set the alternaor swirch to'on'. At
800 RPM tlrc red light will probably be on but it strould go out when the engine
is opened up o 1200 RPM. Check tIBt the baaery is being charged- If the
aircraftbattery hasbeen heavily loaded during starting, check that the initially
high charge rate reduces to 10 amps within one minute and to 2 to 5 amps within
approximately 5 minutes. If, when carrying out an internal start, the afucmft

l-t
Pasc5 (AL 15)



bacery becomes so discharged that it cannotproduce anormd starter cranking
qpeed, do notstartby meansof an exteroalsupply; place tlteairsraftunservice-
able for a battery change. The battery master swirch must not be switched off
at any time when the engine is nurniqg and the alternaton is swirched on.

During Ftight

12. Select AIvIPS on the VOLTS/AMPS swirch and monior the rate of battery
charge.

MALT'UNCfiONING

Alternator F'ailure

O I 3. Altemaor failure is indicated by a brsbar volage of approximately Z vols
andby an indication of bauery discharge with the VOLTS/AIVIPS swirch set o
AI{PS and may be indicated by the red ALTERNATOR light on the starter
panel. Carry out the Alternator f,'ailure drill. If the alternator fails o come onO
line, an 80% charyed bauery should support the reduced load for at least 45
minutes. However, IJIIF transmission is only available for about 12 minutes;
altunatively, VHF communication is available for about 35 minutes.

l-1
Page 6



AP 1018-3801-15
PowerPlant and Associated Systems

CHAPTER 2 .

PART 1

POWBR PLANT
SYSTEMS

AND ASSOCIATED

Contents

INTRODUCTION
General

ENGINE
General
Engine Starting
Engine Fuel Supply
Engine Fuel System
Engine Air Supply ...
Engine Oil System...

PROPELLER
General
Speed Control ...

Para

t-2
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POWER PLANT INDICATORS
General
Manifold Pressure/Fuel Pressure Indicator
Oil Temperature and Pressure/

Cylinder Head TemperatureGauge
RPM Indicator

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
General

Illustrations
Engine Fuel System
Propeller Speed Governor Unit
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Table 1 - Power Plant Controls and Indicators

Item Location Marking

Throttle lever Centre pedestal THROTTLE - OPEN/CLOSED

RPM lever Centre pedestal PROPELLERPITCH
- FINE/COARSE

Mixture control lever Centre pedestal MXTURE - FULL RICIU
CI./T OFF

Friction contol lever Centre pedestal LOCK->

Induction air conftol Heater control INDUCTION AIR: COLD IN
panel HOT OUT

Engine start switch Starter panel STARTER

Engine starter light Starter panel STARTERWARNING

Ignition switch Starter panel IGNITION - OFF/R/L/BOTH

Manifoldpressure/ Main instTUmentMANIFOLDPRESSURE
fuel pressure indicator panel IN HG: 10 to 35

FUEL PRESSURE LB/IIV: 0 to 12

Oil temperature and Main insrumentoll 10 to l20oc (temp);
pressure and panel 0 to 200 LB/IN (press);

cylinder head
temperature gauge CYL 40 [o 260'C

RPM indicalor Main instrumentRPM HUNDREDS: 0 io 35
panel (and engine HOURS indicator)

INTRODUCTION

General

1. An Avco-Lycoming 10-360-A186 engine, driving zZ-blated, constant-
speedmetal propeller, is fitted. Fire detection and engine extinguishers tre not
provided. Power plant controls and indicators are listed in Table 1.

l-2
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AP 1018-3801-15
Power Plant and Associated Systems

ENGINE

General

2. The engine is a 4-cylinder, air-cooled, direct-drivg fuel injection unit, rated
at 196 BHP atn00 RPM. Drives are provided for:

Alternator
Vacuum pump
Fuel pump

Two magnetos
Oil pump
Engine speed tachometer

Propeller governor

3 . Exhaust gases are routed to an expansion chamber and thence to a0nosphere
via two pipes below the cowling. The expansion chamber has a heater jacket
in which air is wanned by the exhaust gases. The wann air supply is used for
cockpit and windscreen heating.

Engine Starting

4. An electric smrter can be operated from the aircraft battery or an external
supply; a START WARN LT, VOLT/AMMETER circuit breaker must be set
to make the starter circuit operative. With the busbar live (minimum voltage
23.5y) the starter motor is energized by pressing the STARTER button: the red
STARTERWARNINGIightcomes on. Engineignition is controlledby arotary
switch, which pennits the magnetos to be isolated, selected individually or both
0ogether. The left magneto incorporates an impulse mechanism to provide
stanting ignition.

Engine Fuel Supply

5. The engine is primed by operating the booster pump (Chapter 4).
Overpdming, particulady with ahot engine, can cause starting problems on fuel
injection engines and, to avoid this overpriming, the published strrting

O procedures must be strictly observed. The booster pump is used as a back-up
during flight for the engine-driven pump ; if the latter fails, the booster pump canO
supply engine demands at all power settings.

Engine Fuel System

6. Gencral. The enginefuel system employs theprinciple of measming airflow
into the engine and scheduling fuel flow accordingly to obtain the required
mixture. Air flow is conEolled by a throttle butterfly downstrean of a venturi;

t, _2
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the butterfly is linked to the pilot's throttle lever. The system comprises a set
of injector nozzles, one per cylinder inlet port, with an associated flow divider,
and a control unit incorporating fuel metering, airflow and regulator sections
as shown on Fig 1.

7 . lnjeaor Noules and Flow Divider. An injector aozzle is in the inlet valve
pofi to each cylinder, upsfream of the inlet valve. Fuel is distributed to the
nozzles by a flow divider which receives fuel at a prcssure appropriate to the
power condition selected. A tapping on the flow divider connects to the fuel
pre.ssure pointer on the manifold pressure/fuel pressme indicator.

8. Control Unit - Fuel Metering Sec"tinn. Fuel from the engine-driven pump
passes through afuel shainer and then through arotating valve connected 0o the
pilot's mixfirre conhol lever. The valve plate, rotated by movement of the
mixture conftol lever varies the size of two ports. One port establishes a datum
fuel prassure, depending on the selected mixturq which is applied to fte fuel
diaphragm in the regulator section. The other port conftols the fuel flow to the
main metering jet and thence to the regulator section from which it is fed to the
injection nozzles. The metering jet is much smaller in size than the 'datum fuel
pressure' port at the rotating mixture valve and its size can be further reduced
by a second rctating valve, connected to the throttle lever, to establish idling
flow and acceleration rate. Setting the mixtue control to CUT-OFF shuts off
fuel supply to the metering jet, metered fuel pressure line and the engine. The
two fuel pressure lines are linked by a balancing bleed line.

9 . Control Unit - Airflow Section. Airflow into the engine is measured by two
sensols. One senses the dynamic pressure of the air flowing into the engine and
the other, in the throat of the venturi, measurqs air pressure in the venturi of the
inlet. The two pressures are fed to the regulator section.

lD.Control Unit - Regulator Section. The regulator section incorporates two
diaphragms, linked io a ball valve whose position determines the pressure of the
fuel fed to the idector nozzles. The two sensed air pressures re applied, one
to each side of one of the diaphragms. The other diaphragm is exposed on one
side to the datum fuel pressure from the metering section and on the other side
to the metered fuel from the metering section.

11,. Control Unit Operation. For a constant RPM, the ball valve, positioned by
thebalanceof fuelandairpressures,passes thecorrectamountof fuelto theflow
divider to give the selected fueUair mixture. If the throttle lever is moved, the

t-2
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po*", pr*,1lar,ll3iXlH,'t l:
change in air pressure across the diaphragm moves the ball valve thus

modifying the fuel flow and maintaining the required mixture. Reduction in

density due to increase in altinrde is partially compensated for in the control

unit. If the pilot's mixture control lever is adjusted, the datum firel pressure is

changed and the diaphragm moves the ball valve to adjust the mixture. The

pressure in the metered fuel line is not affected by the movement of the mixture

lever until weak settings are made, because of the relative sizes of the datum fuel

port and the metering jet.

Engine Air SupplY

l2.Induction system air supply is via a forward facing intake in the engine

bottom cowling, which incorporates a filter element. In the event of blockage

of this filter, a wafln air supply, tapped from the region of the heat exchanger

can be directed into the engine induction trunk. Selection is by the 2-position

INDUCTION AIR push-pull control. With warm air selected there is a marked

reduction in engine power output and use of the facility should be kePt to a

minimum. The warm air valve incorporates a flap which, if the cold air inlet

becomes blocked, is opened by engine suction to keep the engine running at

reduced power. If operation of the flap is suspected, improved engine perform-

ance can be obtained by operating the INDUCTION AIR control to give full
warm air.

Engine Oil SYstem

13. Oil for engine lubrication and propeller operation is contained in the engine

sump: details of sump capacity and oil type are given in Preliminaries, Leading

Particulars.

14. Oil is circulated by an engine-driven pump through an oil cooler which uses,

as a cooling medium, air tapped via an intake in the right side of the engine

cowling. The oil then returns to the engine where it is distributed through the

O lubrication channels and to the propeller control system. The oil sump, with a

capacity of 7.5 litres, is at the bottom of the engine. During flight under

positive g the pump draws oil from the base of the sump. Post-Lycoming

Mod 330 when the aircraft is subject to negative g a second pick-up takes oil
from the upper part of the sump through a ball valve which thus ensures a

constant supply of oil to the engine under negative g. When changing berween

positive and negative g the correct operation ofthe ball valve is shown by a drop 
^

in oil pressure of about 20 PSI for 2 to 3 seconds. Combinations of low throttleO

l-2
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I settings, high side loads (lateral g) and aircraft manoeuvres at t 0'75 g can cause

the ball valve to unseat, inducing large fluctuations ofoil Pressure. These oil
pressure fluctuations can be outside operating limiS but are acceptable whilst

in manoeuvre. Once straight and level flight has been re-established, monitor

the oil pressure to ensure that the oil pressure is back within limits. Manoeuvres

which can cause oil pressure fluctuations include spinning, stall turns, slow or

hesitation rolls and high speed descents at Iow power settings. (Oil pressure can

drop as low as 10 PSI during spins). [f oil pressure fluctuations continue during

a high speed descent at a low power setting, reduce airspee.d to below 120 knots.<)

An oil temperature sensor is electrically connected to the combined indicator;

the oil pressure indication is a direct reading from the engine'

PROPELLER

General

15.The propeller is driven directly by the engine and has two metal blades

whose pitch is adj usted from coarse to fine by oil pressure and from fine to coarse

by the torque action of counterweights.

Speed Control

16. Speed control and pitch change is by an engine-driven governor unit @g 2)

which incorporates a pump and flyweight assembly. The pump is fed from the

engine oil system and boosts oil pressure to aPPro xtmately 27 5 PSI for use in the

propeller pitch change mechanism.

17-RPM is adjusted by moving the RPM lever which pre-tensions a speeder

spring in the governor unit. The flyweight assembly in the unit is linked to a

pilot valve which can direct oil pressure to the propeller cylinder, or rehrrn oil
from the propeller cylinder to the engine. Valve movement is determined by the

resultant of the opposing forces produced by the speeder spring and the

centrifugal action of the flyweights. Thus, if RPM are less than that selected,

the valve moves to allow oil pressure to fine offpropellerpitch and allow RPM

to increase. When the propeller is on speed the valve is neutral and no oil can

flow. If RPM exceeds the selected value the valve is moved to connect the

propeller cylinder to the oil return line and the counterweights coarsen blade

angle to reduce RPM.

t-2
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18.If the governordrive fails, thepropellerchangespitchtofully coarseandacts

as a fixed pitch propeller. Lack of oil supply to the governorPump, due to failure

of the engine-driven oil pump, also causes propeller pitch to change to coarse.

POWER PLANT INDICATORS

General

O 19. When colour coding is used on the power plant instruments (except for the

oil pressure gauge) it has the following significance: '
Red radial line - Maximum or minimum permitted value

Green arc - Normal oPerating range

Manifold Pressure/Fuel Pressure Indicator

20. A combined gauge shows manifold pressure on an upper scale graduated in

inches of mercury (IN HG) from l0 to 35 and traversed by a pointer marked M.

Fuel pressure is indicated by a pointer marked F on the lower scale which is '
graduated 0 to l2 PSI. The fuel pressure scale has a red radial line at 12 PSI and

a green arc from 0'5 to 8 PSI.

Oil Temperature and Pressurey'Cylinder Head Temperahrre Gauge

21. A triple-scale gauge shows oil temperature on a scale graduated l0 to 120oC

having a red radial line at ll8oc and a gleen arc from 30 to 118"C and oil
pressure on a scale marked from 0 to 200 (LB/IM): red radial lines are at 25 and

100 PSI and a green arc covers the range 60 to 90 PSI. Cylinder head

temperature is shown by a scale graduated 38o to 260oC. A red radial line is at

246'C and a green arc extends from 38 to246'C.

RPM Indicator

22. RPM are indicated on a scale graduated zero to 3500. A red radial line is

atz7}O and a green arc covers the range 0 to 2700 RPM. A digital indicator,

set in the instument face, indicates 'hours run' but has no significance in this

installation.

l-2
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SYSTEII{ MANAGEMENT

General

23.Engine starting and power plant manageurent are covered in Part 3, and

relevant checks and malfunorioning drills are included in the FlightReference

Cudt (af 1018-3801-14).

24. ff the engine fails to stop using the norrnl shutdown procedure, switch off
the ignition. Only shut off the fuel by means of the fuel cock as a last resort

t-2
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trlustration Fig
Location of Flight Conrols and Flight Instnrments I

aa

GEX{ERAL

I. The controls, instruments and indicators referred to in this chapter are
located as shown on Fig 1.

FLYING CONTROLS

General

2. Conventional dual flying controls are fitted, consisting of a control column
and rudderpedals at each crew position.

3. The head of the left control column incorporate"s a press-to-hansmit switch
and the right control.column has a mute - normal i/c - transmit swirch.

4. Thecontrol surfaces comprise:

a. Ailerons. A differential slotted aileron extends over approximately the
outer half of each wing railing edge.

b. Elevators. Mass and aerodynamically balanced surfaces extend over
the whole width of the tailplane trailing edge.

t-3
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c. Rudder. A horn balanced surface extends the full height of the fin.

Elevator Control

5. Fore-and-aft movemenl of a control column is transmiued to the elevators

by a sysiem of cables and levers. The control run incorporates a spring which
biases the elevator towards 'nose-down'.

6. The right elevator has an adjustable Eim tab spanning the whole of the

trailing edge. Trim conrol is by a handwheel which protrudesthrough the upper
surface of ttre centre pedestal aft of the engine controls. An adjacent indicator
shows tle amount of trim seL

Aileron Control

7 . Lateral movement of either control column is transmitted 0o both ailerons by
a continuous control run of cables and levers. The ailerons cannot be rimmed
in flight but a trim tab, adjustable on the ground, is fitted to the right aileron.

Rudder Control

8. Movement of either pair of linked rudder pedals is ransmitted by a cable and

lever system io the rudder. Simultaneously, the movement is transmitted to the

steering linkage of the nose landing gear @ara 18).

9. Each pedal can be adjusted for leg length by raising the larch on the
associated pedal support tube and moving the pedal !o any of five available
settings. The pedals are spring-loaded so that, with the latch released, they
move to the rearmost position. Care must be takenwhen adiusting the rudder
pedals as they can be loclced asymrrctrically. Hinged to each rudder pedal is a

brake pedal operated by toe pressure applied by the pilot (para 17).

10.The rudder is fitted with an adjustable plain rim ab conrolled by a

horizontal wheel aft of the elevator trim control. The rudder trim wheel rotates

against a scale to indicate the amount of trim set and the rake'off setting on the

scale is defined by a raised mark.

Flying Control Locks

I l. Two articulated tubular stays are stowed on the front of the left seat. When

l-3
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in use, the stays are pivoted so that the cenEe hinge point of each stay can be
secured with one quick release pin to lock the control column in the neutral
position.

12. No lock is provided fortherudder as this is restrainedby virtueof therudder
pedals being connected to the nosewheel via the steering mechanism.

FLAPS

13.A slotted flap is fitted ro each wing railingedgebetween theaileron and the
wing root walkway. The two flaps are interconnected by a orque tube which
is rotated by an electric actuator.

a14.Actuatoroperationisconrolledbya3-positionguardedswitchonthecentre O
pedestal labelled WING FLAPS - UP/INTER/FIJLL, gated at the INTER
position. To avoid the possibility of creating an open circuit in the flap selection
system, a positive check should be made after each selection; that the selec[or
swirch is in the required gated position. Flap position is shown by an

elecrically-operated indicator.

LANDING GEAR

General

15. A fixedtricycle landing gearis fitted, incorporating mainwheelbraking and
nosewheel steering.

Main Landing Gear

16.Each leg consists of a faired cantilever leg to which is connected an oleo-
pneumatic shock absorber. The wheel assembly on each leg incorporates a disc
brake unil

VYheelbrakes

17. Each disc brake unit is operated by an individual hydraulic circuit incorpo-
rating a master cylinder whose pison is linked to the associated pedal on each
rudder bar. Thus, pressure on either left pedal operates the piston of the
associated master cylinder and applies the brake of the left wheel. The degree
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of braking is proportional to the foot pressure applied. A parking brake handle
on the left side of the centre pedestal can be used to lock on any degree of
braking applied by operating the foot pedals. No braking is applied by the
parking brake unless the footpedals are held depressed as the handle is pulled.
When pulled, the handle is retained by a ratchet which is disengaged by pulling
and rotating the handle.

Nosewheel Steering

18.The nosewheel strut is connected o the rudder pedals and is free to rotate
approximately l6"on either side of centre in response to pedal movement. For
towing purposes, the nose leg torque link upper attachment can be disconnected
by removing a quick-release pin to allow 360o rotation of the leg.

STALLWARNING SYSTEM

19. A stall warning system may be fitted (see Note) to ensure adequate warning
of approach to the stall. The system incorporates a vane detector mounted on
the leading edge of the left wing, responsive to the direction of airflow onto the

wing.

Note: For primary pilot and instruclor training, the stall warning system is
rendered inoperative.

20.The system is switched on when airflow is sufficient to raise the vane into
the operating range. As the angle of attack approaches the stalling angle, vane

deflection closes a switch to operate a warning horn in the cockpit

F'LIGHT INSTRI.JMENTS

General

21. A piot-static system supplies an airspeed indicator (ASI), an altimeter, a
vertical speed indicator (VSI) and a speed swirch which automatically controls
fatigue meter operation. A pressure elror corection (PEC) table for the ASI is
given in Part 5. Altimeter PEC is negligible in all conditions. A vacuurn system

I operates an artificial horizon and direction indicator (DI). An elecrically
operated turn-and-slip indicator, an accelerometer, magnetic compass, outside
air temperature (OAT) gauge and slopwatch are also fitted. a

t-3
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Pitot-Static System

22.A combined pitot-satic head is fitted beneath the left wing. The head is
electrically heated to prcvent ice formation and the heater is controlled by a
PITOT HEAD on/oFF swirch on the circuit,breaker panel. The heater elecrical
load is approximately 4 amperes.

Pitot-Static Instruments

23.Airspeed Indicator. The type AS ASI is a single pointer insrrument having
a scale graduated from 30 to 210 knots, in S-knot increments.

24.Altimeter. The Alticoder II altimeter, in addition !o displaying the aircraft
altitude, provides an altitude signal to the sSR nansponder. Altitude is shown
on a dial by three pointers; the longest pointer indicates hundreds of feet, the
second pointer, slightly shorter and broader, indicaies thousands of feet and the
short, diamond-shaped, pointer indicates tens of thousands of feet. Millibar
counters are in a window on the right side of the dial; they can be set !o the
barometric pressure by a knob at the lower left of the instrument. A window on
the left side shows black and white hatching which gradually disappears until,
at an altinrde of about 16,000 feet, the window shows black.

Z1.vertical speed Indicator. The type RC/PC vsl is marked to indicare rates
of climb and descent between 0 and 2000 feet/minute on a scale graduated at
intervals of 200 feet per minute.

Vacuum System

26.A vacuum pump is mounted on and driven by the engine. A suction
regulating valve controls the system pressure to a suction value between 4.5 and
5.0 inches Hg with the engine running atzlA} RPM. The vacuum gauge is
marked GYRO SUCTION,INCIIES OF MERCURy and graduated from 2
to 6. The reduced pressure in the system is used to draw air through the jets of
the gyro-opera[ed instruments (arrificial horizon and Dr) to spin up and erect the
groscopes.

l-3
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AP l0l8-3801-15
C.ontrols and Instnments

Suction Operated Instruments

ZT.Artificial Horizon (AIM 300 senes). The gyroscope is connected to a blind
markedwith a horizonline andlinesrepresentingpitch values of5o, 10o and 15o

of climb and dive. With the gyro erected, deviation of the aircraft from straight
andlevel is shownby displacementof theaircraftoutlinerelative to the horizon
line. Bank angle is shown by the scale at the bouom of the instrument which is
marked for 10o,20o,30o,60o and 90o of bank. The insrumentremains accurate
up to *85o of pitch and through 360" of roll. A screen is provided which can be
attached temporarily by Velcro fasteners !o the instrumentpanel Eo obscure the
artificial horizon from the pilot in ttre left or right seaL When not in use, the
screen is stowed inside the hinged top of the container between the seats.

2S.Direction Indicator (Type NM 2NH). lndrcauon is provided by a gyro-
stabilized compass card which rotates against a fixed lutiber at the top of the
instrumenl A reset control is at the bottom left of the instrument. An adjustable
heading index, positionedby aknob at thebottom rightof *reinsrument, is used
Eo preset a desired heading.

Miscellaneous rnstruments

29.Turn and Slip Indicator (Type I(TS AnW). This is a ball-and-pointer
instrument in which a ball moves about the centre of a glass tube to indicate
sideslip. The pointer, connected to a gyroscope, traverses a scale which
indicates rate of turn. The instrurnent is elecrically-operated from the 28-volt
DC busbar and incorporates an OFF flag which appears when gyro rotor speed

falls to a value which makes the instrument unreliable.

30Acceleronurer. This is a 3-pointer instrument graduated in ACCELERA-
TION G UMTS from minus 5 to +10 in half unit steps. The main polnter
indicates the instrntaneous acceleration normal to the aircraft about I g, the
reading in unaccelerated flight. Two auxiliary pointers show the greatest
positive and negative accelerations achieved since the instrument was reseL A
PUSH TO SET knob on the instrument allows the auxiliary pointers to be reset
to I g. A lock plate is fitted which prevents resetting of the instrument during
flighr The g limitations given in Part 2 refer to accelerometer indications.

Sl.Magnetic Compass. The compass is a permanent bar, liquid-damped
instrument mounted centrally on the coaming. The markings are at 50 intervals
and a 60o range is visible in the window. Illumination is by an integral lamp.

l-3
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Key to I - 3 Flg 1 l,ocation of f,'light Controls and
Ftight InsEuments

1. Rudder trim control 14. Airspeed indicator
2. Elevator trim control and indicaor 15. Direction indicator
3. Left control column
4.' Leftrudder pedals

5. Ilandbrakehandle
6. L,eft brake pedals

7. Fuigue meter circuit breaker
8. Piot heater swirch
9. Flap position indicator
10. Accelerometer
11. Vacuumgauge
12. Sopwarch
13. Turn and slip indicator

l-3
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16. Artificial horizon
17. Outside air temperature indicator
18. lvlagnetic compass
19. Altimeter
20. Vertical speed indicaor
21. Compass card holder
22. Right brake pedals
23. Rightcontrol column
24. Rightrudderpedals
25. Flap selector swirch
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Controls and Instrurnents '
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Residual compass errors of up to l0o can occur if the aircraft is in other than a
normal flight conhguration (engine running, canopy closed and a representative

o electrical flight load, including pitot heater and strobe lights, swirched on).t
Care mustbe taken to apply ttre appropriate correction when synchronizing the
DI.

3Z.Outside AirTemperature Gauge. A direct reading OAT gauge is at the lop
of the windscreen arch. The gauge is calibrated from minus 60"C Eo +50"C.

33. S topw at c h. A Monte Carlo stopwatch is on the main instrument panel at the
left.

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMENT

Before Flight

34. Beforeentering the aircraftcheck the conditionoftheflying control surfaces
and tabs. Do not move the control surfaces from outside the aircraft. Note the
position of the flaps and check the condition of the wheels, tyres and brake
pipes. Ensure that the nose leg torque link is connected.

35. On entering the aircraft, disconnect and sow the flying control locks; check
I elevalors and ailerons for full and free movement; check the elevator trim with

the control column held in the neutral position. With electrical power on, check}
that the indicated flap seuing agrees with the swirch and the position observed
during the external check. Check that the clock is operating satisfactorily.

36. After starting the engine, switch on the pitot heater; note that the ammeter
flickers. For the firstflightof the day, have the groundcrew check head heating;
swirch off ttre pilot heater. Check that ttre artificial horizon and DI are erecting
(this may take up to five minutes). Check the flap operation and indication. Set
the altimeter and synchronize the DI. When testing tle engines, check that
vacuum pressue is 4.5 to 5.0 inches Hg at 2100 RPM.

l-3
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37.While taxying, check the brakes, nosewheel steering, and full and free
movement of the rudder. During turns, check operation of the turn-and-slip
indicaior. Before ake-off, set the flaps as required, check that the direction
indicator is synchronized. Switch on the pilot heater.

In Flight

38.At a safe height after take-off raise the flaps and, if required, reset the
altimeter. Leave the pitot heater on.

39. During flight, periodically check vacuum pressure and synchronization of
the DI and compass. After aerobatics synchronize the DI.

Landing

40.Select flaps as required on the approach. After landing, use nosewheel

steering and braking as required to complete the landing run. Swirch OFF the
PITOT IIEAD heater, raise the flaps and, having parked the aircraft, fit the
control locks if required. Release the parking brake when the chocks are in
place.

MALFI.]NCTIONING

Flap Malfunction

41.If, following flap selection, a change in roll rim occurs, immediately re-
select the previous setting and maintain it for ttre remainder of the flighr

Nosewheel Steering Failure

42.If nosewheel steering fails whilst Exying, directional control can be
maintainedby use of differential braking.

Yacuum System Failure

43.Failure of the vacuum system, indicated by very low or zero vacuum
pressure, causes the artificial horizon and DI no fail.

l-3
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

General

l. Fuel is carried in two interconnected tanks in each wing and can be fed to
the engine by booster pump or by suction from the engine-driven pump (EDP).

The system is illustrated in Fig l. Connols and indicators are listed in Table l.

2. The capacity of each pair oftanks is 16'5 UK gallons ofwhich 16 UK gallons

l -4
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Table I - Fuel System Controls and Indicators

Item Location Marking

Fuel selector valve Cockpit floor OFF/L/BOTHIR TANKS

control

Booster pump switch Starter panel BOOSTERPUMPoII/OFF

Fuel contents Main instrument FUEL-UK GAL
indicator panel

are usable. Permitted fuels are listed in Preliminmies, Leading Particulars.

3. The selector valve, filter and booster pump, together with associated piping

are housed in a sealed fuel accessory comparfinent under the cockpit floor,

accessible from beneath the dircraft.

Fuel Tanks

4. The two metal tanks fit upwards into the wing structure and the bottom skin

of each constitutes the wing surface in that area. The tanks are interconnected

for the purposes of fuel feed, refuelling, venting and pressure balance.

5. A fuel contents transmitter unit is at the inner and outer end of each inboard

tank and at the outer end of each outboard tank. A filler cap is on each wing

upper surface towards the outer end of each outboard tank. The vent pipes from

each pair of tanks are joined in the fuel accessory compartment and the vent

ouflef pipe is led to ttrJ tet main landing gear fairing. The pipes are routed to v
minimize fuel loss in negative g conditions.

Fuel Feed

6. Fuel flows from the inner end of each inboard tank via a strainer and non-

return valve to the fuel selector valve. The valve control is in the cockpit floor

aft of the left control column and has four settings OFF/L/BOTM TANKS.

The selector can only be set to oFF by lifting and turning it. As indicated, fuel

feed may be shut offor from the left or right wing separately or from both tanks ""\
together. Thus, the selector provides a means of balancing uneven fuel usage

during flight.
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7. From the selector valve, the fuel passes through a filter to an electrically-
operated booster pump. The pump is controlled by a BOOSTER pUMp ON/
oFF switch on the starter panel. Pump output is capable of feeding the engine

a at maximum power with the EDP failed provided it is not cavitating. Booster
pump cavitation can be caused by aeriation if used during high energy
manoeuvres (aerobatics). In flight, if the pump is switched OFF, fuel is drawn 1
by the EDP through a bypass incorporated in the booster pump.

8. When the booster pump is switched on, with the engine stopped, operation
is indicated by the engine fuel pressure gauge (see Chap 2).

Fuel Contents Indication

9. The three float-type fuel contents units in each wing (para 5) provide
electrical signals which are summed to drive the associated pointer (L or R) of
the dual-pointer contents indicator on the instrument panel. The instrument
scales are graduated from 0 to 16 (L and R) at2-gallon (UK) intervals. Take
care when reading the scales as the size of the intervals between graduations
varies. An amber arc, providing a caution of fuel low level, is marked from 0
to 2 UK gallons on each scale. Contents indication accuracy is to +4Yo.

Power Supplies

10. The fuel booster pump is fed via the BOOST PUMP circuit breaker on the
circuit breaker panel. The fuel contents system is supplied via a multi-service
circuit breaker on the same panel.

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMENT

Before Starting

I l. With the battery switched on, check fuel contents. Set the fuel selector
valve control to L to confirm fuel feed from the left tank. Ensure the safety
catch remains engaged whenever the fuel selector valve control is at any
selection other than OFF. Operate the fuel booster pump as detailed in the FRC.

After Starting

12. Set the fuel selector valve control to R to confirm fuel feed from the right
tank. Leave the booster pump switched OFF until the end of the Testing the
Engine checks. During the Testing the Engine Checks, set the fuel selector
valve control to BOTH to obtain balanced fuel feed.

t-4
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During Flight

13. With the fuel selector valve control to BOTH, uneven emptying ofthe tanks
can occur. Periodically check fuel contents and adjust balance by appropriate
setting of the fuel selector valve control. Before stalling, spinning, aerobatics
or intentionally flying with marked skid, set the fuel selector valve control to

^ BOTH. Fuel asymmetry before commencing aerobatic and spinning exercises
O should not exceed 3 UK gallons. Due to the possible presence of debris in the

injectors following wear of the booster pump and the risk of cavitation due to
manoeuvre, the booster pump is only to be used during take offs, landings and
operations below 3,000ft AGL, a
Landing

14.Before landing, check fuel contents and distribution, and ensure that the
booster pump is switched on. As soon as possible after landing, switch OFF the
booster pump. After engine shutdown, set the fuel selector valve control to L
or R to prevent wing-to-wing transfer ifthe aircraft is parked with the wings not
level.

MALFUNCTIONING

Booster Pump Failure

15. Pump failure is not indicated unless the EDP has also failed, in which case
the engine stops. Check the BOOST PUMP circuit breaker and, if tripped,
attempt to reset.

One Tank Empty

l6.If onetank isallowed torun dry, with thattank oTBOTH selected, the engine
is likely to malfunction or even stop. Set the fuel selector valve control to the
tank containing fuel to restore normal running or in preparation for restarting.

Low Fuel Contents

17.If a low fuel contents situation arises, it may be advisable to select one tank
until the engine begins to falter and then change to the tank containing the
remaining fuel.
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PART 1
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Contents - continued
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Canopy Jettison 30
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Air Conditioning 1

GENERAL

1. This chapter deals with the aircraft safety equipment, access, furnishing,

lighting and air conditioning.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

General

2. Safety equipment consisS of a cockpit fire extinguisher, escape hartmer and

a first-aid kit.

Cockpit Fire Extinguisher

3. A BCF hand-held fire extinguisher is on the centre console, aft of the glove

box. The mounting prevents inadvertent operation but allows removal with one

hand. Extinguishant is discharged by squeezing the trigger on the operating

head.

Escape llammer and First'Aid Kit

C 4. a. Post-Mod 272, a hammer to shatter the canoPy (to facilitate escape in anO

emergency ifthe canopy does not open) is stowed in a pouch on the right of
the cockpit.

b. A daily use first-aid kit is on the cockpit rear bulkhead.

ACCESS

General

5. The cockpit can be entered from either side via a walkway at each wing root.
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Canopy

6. The canopy consists of a frame mounted on rollers and covered with a
transparent plastic panel. The assembly slides rearwards to open and can be

O opened and closed from inside or outside the aircraft. The canopy is jettisonable

for emergency evacuation and the aircraft is capable of flight with the canopy
jettisoned. A key-operated parking lock is on the left aft side ofthe canopy. <)

Canopy Operation

7. External and internal release handles are at the forward end of the canopy

frame spine. Pulling either handle rearwards unlocks the canopy which can then
be slid rearwards. To close, the canopy is slid fonrard in a continuous movement

by means of either handle until the latch engages. A spring-loaded loch inside

the left forward corner ofthe canopy, can be operated to set the canopy 2,4,6
or 8 inches open (see Part 2 for canopy opening limitations). When the canopy
is locked 2 inches open, it is difficult to open it from the outside. Therefore, the

use of this position during take-off and landing is not recommended. If the

canopy is closed and its spring-loaded lock at the left forward corner is not
correctly retumed to the 'unlocked - up' position, the canopy locks 2 inches open

when the external release handle is operated and the canopy slid back.

8, To close the canopy in flight, use a continuous and firm push fonvard. Do
not attempt to resist the air loads which help to close the canopy. Ifthe canopy

is closed too slowly, the locking mechanism may not fully engage: this causes

airframe vibration. The locking mechanism may also fail to engage when closing
the canopy at, or near, the limiting speed for flight with the canopy open. Ifthis
happens, re-open the canopy and make a further attempt with a faster closing
action, at lower IAS or at a reduced power setting.

Canopy Jettison

9. The canopy can only be jettisoned from inside the cockpit. A jettison lever,

on the frame spine aft of the normal release handle, is secured by a shear pin.
Canopy locking is confirmed by the aligrment of two yellow marks, visible
through a hole in the jettison lever. Pulling the lever smartly down and aft shears

the pin, releases the canopy lock and separates the canopy frame from the

aircraft; ifnecessary at low speeds, the canopy can then be pushed clear ofthe
cockpit.
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WARI\ING: Jetison lever movement must be carried through quickly and

smoothly until its limit stop is reached. Partial movement can preventjettison.

FURNISIIING

General

10.The aircraft has two seats, each with a parachute, cushion or personal

survival pack (PSP), and safety harness.

Pilot's Seat Adjustment

I I . There is no adjusunent of seat height. Seat back angle can be Iocked in any

of four settings by a handle on the rear ofthe seat baclaest. The sarne handle can

be operatedto allowthe seatto hinge forwardto facilitate entrytothe areabehind
the seats. The seat is adjusted and checked for locking before entering the

aircraft: it should not be unlocked in flight. Ensure the seat restraint straps are

fully tightened after the seat has been adjusted and checked for locking.

Seat Ilarness

12. The seatharness comprises a negative-g restraint strap incorporating a quick-
release fining (QRF) into which are plugged two lap straps and two shoulder

straps. Simultaneous release ofall straps is obtained by pressing the button and

rotating the disc on the QRF through 90o. The end ofeach adjustable shoulder
strap is formed by Velcro patches folded together. Thus, if the QRF jams, the
Velcro can be peeled apart and the stap pulled back through the buckle to free

the wearer.

Parachute and Personal Survival Pack

l3.Each occupant wears a back-6pe parachute and, when required, a PSP is
fitted into the seat pan in place of the seat cushion. When a PSP is fitted, a life
preserver is also wom and they are connected during strapping-in.
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AIRCRAFT LIGIITING

External Lighting

l4.External lighting consists of navigation lights, high intensity strobe lights

and landing/taxy lamps. Lighting controls are listed in Table l'

ll-Navigation Lights. A navigation light is at each wing tip and at the top of

the rudder trailing edge.

l6.Anti-CotlisionLights. AhighintensitystrobelightisontoPofthefuselage
aft of the canopy and another similar strobe light is below the fuselage just

forward of the wing trailing edge. Each strobe light is controlled by a 3-position

switch gated to prevent inadvertent WHITE selection.

lT.landing/Tary lamps. Separate landing and taxy lamp units are behind a

common transparent panel in the right wing leading edge'

Internal Lighting

lg.Interior lighting consists of instrument panel lamps, a utility lamp and a

general interior lamP.

lg.Instrument Panel Lighting. Lighting of the main instrument panels, the

starter panel and the elevator trim indicator is by pillar lamps. The radio control

panels have integral lighting. The control switch is a dual dimmer unit, the

outer portion of which controls lighting of the main instrument panel, radio

panell magnetic compass and starter panel while the inner portion controls

iigfrdng of the circuit breaker and heater control panels and the elevator trim

indicator.

}O.Utility l_amp. 'I]he utility lamp is in the cockpit roof aft of the pilots, and

incorporates an on-off dimmer control. By rotating the bezel, the lighting can

be changed from white to red and in each colour range the beam can be varied

between flood- and spot-lighting. The lamp can be removed from its stowage

and used as a wander lamP.

Zl.General Interior l,amp. This lamp, adjacent to the utility lamp, is supplied

direct from the battery via a switch beside the lamp.
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Table I - Lighting Controls

Item Location Marking

lligh intensity strobe lights C/b panel AI$TI COLN LIGIITS -
O switches (2) LOWER - IJPPER - a

WHITVOFF/RED

Navigation lights switch C/b panel NAV LIGIilS - on/Off

Landing lamp switch C/b panel LANDING LIGI{T - on/Off

Taxy lamp switch C/b panel TA)(I LIGIII - on/Off

Panel lighting switch Starter LIGHTING DIMMER
panel

Utility lamp switching On lamp
(canopy spine)

General interior lamp switch Canopy spine

AIR COI\DITIONING

General

22.The aircraft is unpressurized. Cockpit ventilation and windscreen demist-
ing are achieved by introducing warm air from a heat exchanger or cold air from
scoops in the side of the fuselage. The system is shown on Fig 1.

Heating System

23. An air intake in the engine cowling feeds ambient air into the outer jacket
of the engine exhaust expansion box. The heated air Passes rearwards to a
temperature control valve which is positioned by means of the HEAT OFF/
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MAX lever on the heater contol panel. There is no means of conrolling the
degree to which the air is heated. The amount of heat supplied is controlled by
adjusting mass flow to the flow control valve by positioning the lever between
OFF (no flow) and MAX (tull flow).

Flow Control

24.1\e flow control valve is positioned by the HEAT, CABIN/SCREEN lever
to route the warm air to floor level outlets at each seat position or to windscreen
demisting outlets or to any chosen combination of both.

Cold Air Supply

25. A cold air scoop is located on each side of the fuselage, below windscreen
level. The left scoop feeds to an outlet adjustable for direction and flow, on the
left side panel. The right scoop supplies a similar outlet on the right side panel

and, when the DEMIST knob is pulled, feeds a cold air supply to both
windscreen demisting outlets. It is not possible to select an intermediate setting
for the DEMIST knob.

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMENT

Before Flight

26. Before entering the aircraft, adjust the seat back setting and ensure that the
locking pins are fully engaged by checking that the yellow painted edge on the
locking pins is aligned with the support bracket. On entering the aircraft check
that the safety equipment is securely stowed. Check canopy operation and that
the canopyjettison handle has not been operated (yellow marks aligned). When
seated, adjust the rudder pedals evenly. If a PSP is fitted, connect it to the life
preserver before stapping in. Strap in as follows:

a. Place the parachute waist belt with the quick release fitting (QRF) in the
lap. Ensure that the QRF is in the LOCKED position.

b. Draw the leg loop up between the thighs, pass the parachute harness leg
straps through the loop and couple the lugs to the QRF. Engage the lugs of
the parachute shoulder harness straps in the QRF.

l-5
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c. Adjust the waist strap so that the parachute QRF lies centrally with the
waist belt close to the body.

d. Adjust and tighten the staps, starting with the shoulder straps, maintain-
ing the QRF in its central position so that the QRF is located high on the

abdomen and snugly below the lobes of the life preserver, if worn.

e. Draw the safety harness negative-g stap and QRF up betrueen the thighs.

f. Position the QRF below the parachute QRF by adjusting the negative-g
strap. Engage the lugs of the safety harness straps into the QRF and check
for security. Adjust and tighten the lap staps whilst maintaining the QRF
well down into the lap below the QRF ofthe parachute harness. Then tighten
the shoulder straps; do not, however, overtighten them as they are intended
only to restrain the forward movement of the shoulders.

27. Adjust the lighting controls as required; check the operation of the utility
lamp. Just before starting, select the strobe lights as required. After starting,
with the engine warmed up, set the air conditioning controls as required.

During Flight

28.The aircraft may be flown with the canopy partly open subject to the

limitations given in Paftz. Adjust the air conditioning controls as required.

After Flight

29.When in dispersal, release the seat hamess. Then, after completing the
shutdown procedure, release the parachute harness and vacate the aircrafr.

Canopy Jettison

O 30. For emergency evacuation from any flight condition the canopy is to be
jettisoned. To jettison the canopy pull firmly on the canopy jettison lever (see O
also para 9 and WARNING). Ifnecessary, push the canopy up until airflow lifu
it clear.

l-5
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Radio and Navigation Equipment

PART 1

CHAPTER 7. RADIO AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
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Contents - continued

MALFI.JNCTIONING
CCS Failure

Illustrations
Communications Control Unit
VHF Control Unit ...

UHF Control Unit ...

Transponder Control Unit ...

VOR/ILS/DME Receiver Unit
VOR/ILS/DME Indicator ...

GENERAL

I . The radio and navigation installation consists of an S G Brown Type 8691
communications control system (CCS), a Bendix 24lB VHF transceiver, an
ARC 164 UHF transceiver, a SSR transponder ATl50 and a VOR/ILS/DME
equipment.

2. A press-to-transmit switch is on the left control column. The switch on the
right control column is spring-loaded to the centre, normal IC, position. The
switch is moved to the right to transmit and to the left to mute the receiver. The
positions are marked TX and MUTE respectively.

3. Power supplies consist of 28V DC from the main busbar via four circuit
breakers on the circuit breaker panel. Radio panel lighting is controlled by the
outer portion ofthe instrument lighting control.
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COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL SYSTEM

General

4. Intercommunication between the crew members and control of external
communication is via a control panel (Fig I ) above the starter panel. Mic-tel jack
sockets are at the rear of the glove box and fatigue meter installation.

Communications Control Unit

5. The communications control unit (CCU) provides crew intercommunication
with mixing of either or both VHF and UHF receiver signals and VOR/ILS and
DME identification signals. Either radio transmitter can be selected for use and
emergency communication facilities are provided. The CCU incorporates two
amplifiers; one amplifies all audio to the pilot's headphones, the other amplifies
microphone inputs. The unit has the following controls:

a, OFF-VOL Contol. With the VOL control to OFF the CCS is isolated;
clockwise rotation increases intercom volume.

b. Receiver Selector Switches. Four switches select UHF, VHF, NAV
(VOR/ILS) and DME receiver outputs to the telephone amplifier via the
NORM-FAIL switch (sub-para e.) and thence to the pilols headphones.
Adjustment of volume is by the volume controls of the individual equip-
ments. Three additional switches are unused and earthed.

c. Transmitter Selector Switch. A 4-position rotary switch, of which only
the first (UHF) and second (VHF) positions are used, connects the pilots'
microphones via the transmit switch and microphone amplifier to the
selected transmitter.

d. RX VOL Control. A rotary knob controls the mixed audio volume of all
selected receivers.

e. NORM-FAIL Swilch. This switch provides a means of bypassing the
CCU telephone amplifier/mixer in the event of failure. When the switch is
pulled and set to FAIL the receiver selector switches become subject to a left-
to-right priority and the pilot is able to hear one facility only, depending on

t -7
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the setting ofthe receiver selector switches. In all the three following cases,
the volume controls (l/C and Rx) become inoperative and a marked drop in
audio volume occurs.

(l) All Rx switches down: intercom only can be heard.

(2) UHF Rx switch up: UHF only can be heard.

(3) VHF Rx switch up, UHF switch down: VHF only can be heard.

f . I/C NORM-EMERG Switch. This switch provides a means of bypassing
themicrophoneamplifier failure ofwhich causes loss ofintercom. By setting
the transmitter selector switch to UHF, the UHF receiver selector switch up,
the NORM-EMERG switch to EMERG and the NORM-FAIL switch to
FAIL intercom, using the UHF sidetone, and UHF communication can be
regained. Intercom, using the VHF sidetone, and VHF communication can
be regained by selecting the transmitter selector switch to VHF, the VHF
receiver selector switch up, the NORM-EMERG switch to EMERG and the
NORM-FAIL switch to FAIL. Setting the NORM-EMERG switch to
EMERG must always be accompanied by setting the NORM-FAIL switch
to FAIL, to bypass the telephone amplifier which is de-energized with the
NORM-EMERG switch to EMERG.

VHF TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER
General

6. The VHF transceiver provides 2-way communication in the frequency range
l18'00 to 135.95 MHz. Communication range is approximately 25 NM at
1000 feet and 95 NM at 8000 feet. The control unit (Fig 2) is on the main
instrument panel. Channel spacing is at 0.025 MHz intervals.

VHF Control Unit

7. The VHF control unit provides on-off and volume control ofthe equipment,
frequency selection, squelch control and an indication ofcarrier transmission
and voice modulation. Controls and indicators are as follows:

a. VOL Control. In the OFF position the equipment is electrically isolated.
Clockwise rotation switches on the equipment and increases the volume of

l -7
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AP l0lB-3801-15 & t6
Radio and Navigation Equipment

TRANS MI
LIGHT --

the audio signal at the crew headphones.

b. SQControl. An AUTO (detent) position is provided in which signals are
only passed to the headphones when their strength exceeds the level of

a background noise by a pre-determined amount. Rotating the control out of? AUTO alters the squelch level and allows weaker signals to be passed to the
headphones as the knob is rotated clockwise. O

c. Frequency Selectors. The left knob selects whole MHz and the right
knob selects decimals (pushed in 0.00 or 0.050 MHz, pulled out 0.25 or 0.75
MHz intervals). When the left knob is rotated to the blank position, the
transmitter is isolated.

d. Transmit Light. The amber light comes on when one of the control
column switches is pressed to make a VHF transmission. Intensity of the
light is varied when the transmitter is modulated by a voice input from a crew
microphone.

UHF TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER
General

8. The AN/ARC 164 transceiver provides transmission and reception on 7000
channels in the UHF range 225 to 399.975 MHz spaced at intervals of 0.025
MHz 20 of the channels can be preset for rapid selection. A separate guard

t -7
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receiver, preset to 243 MHz, is also provided. The operational range is at least
l5 NM at 1000 feet and 55 NM at 8000 feet. The control unit (Fig 3) is on the
main instrument panel.

UHF Control Unit

9. The UHF control unit (Fig 3) has the controls listed in Table l.

t -7
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Table I - UHF Transceiver Controls

Control/Marking Function

4-position rotary func-
tion switch selecting: OFF

MAIN

BOTH

ADF

- Power off
- Transmitter and main receiver

tional
- Transmitter and both main and

receivers operational
- Inoperative

opera-

guard

3-position rotary mode
switchselecting: MANUAL-Gives tuning authority to manual fre-

quency selectors
- Gives tuning authority to preset channel

selector
- Selects transmitter and main receiver to

the guard frequency (243 MHz). Guard
receiver disabled

20-position rotary pre-

set channel selector

and channel (CHAN)
indicator Selects any one of20 preset channels. The channel

number is shown in a window to the left of the
selector. Preset channel frequencies can be listed on
a table at the top left ofthe control panel

Five rotary frequency
selector knobs and
digital indicators Left to right the knobs manually change frequency in

steps of 100, 10, l, 0.1 and 0.025MH2. The associ-
ated step is shown above each knob

Controls audio output level of the receivers

OFF/ON - Disables/enables squelch circuit

Transmits 1020 Hz tone on selected frequency

PRESET

GUARD

Rotary VOL control

SQUELCH switch

TONE button switch

t -7
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SSRTRANSPONDER
General

10. The AT 150 transponder allows interogation by ATC secondary surveil-
lance radar (SSR) and replies with an identi$ing transmission. By selection
aircraft altitude can also be transmitted.

Transponder Control Unit

I l. The transponder control unit (Fig 4) has the controls and indicators given in
Table2.

llARCO AT 150 YSO tozzll?o829

o.I.I-QIorrF]
sBY\--l

OFF

IDEtlt

o
Dm

1

o
2

o
o
o

o
o

f - 7 Fig 4 Transponder Control Unit

Table 2 - Transponder Control Unit

Control Indication Function

S-position rotary
selector switch OFF Power off

SBY Power on. No replies made
ON Replies to Mode A interogation
ALT Replies to Mode A and altitude interogation
TST Actuares a built-in-test (BIT) facility. If

satisfactory, the IDENT lamp lights up at full
brilliance

Identification
lamp IDENT Lights up at full brilliance after TST selected, at

reduced brilliance when within range of inter-
rogating station. In the latter condition bril-
liance is controlled by rotating the lamp cover

Four 8-position rotary selectors; the selected
number shows above its selector

Code selector
switches

t -7
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VOR/ILS/DME

General

lZ.The VOR/ILS/DME equipment (Nav 825/IDME 891) provides 200 recep-
tion channels in the range 108 to I 17'95 MHz. Both the receiver unit and t[e
indicator are on the instrument panel. when an ILS localiser channel is selected
the coresponding glidepath channel is automatically selected. When a VOR
channel is selected corresponding DME transmit and receive channels are
automatically selected.

Receiver Unit

I - 7 Fig 5 VOR/ILS/DME Receiver Unit

13. The navigation receiver unit (Fig 5) has the following controls and indica-
tors:

a. OFF/VOUPULL IDENT Switci. This rotary switch has the following
selections:

(l) OFF. System switched off.

Q) VOL. Sets audio level as required.

(3) PULL IDENT. When the switch is pulled the station identification
code is boosted.

b. Display Mode Switch. This 3-position switch has the following selec-
tions:

(l\ FREQ. A digital display in MHz of the Active and Standby frequen-
cies is provided.

(2) BRG - TO. The Standby frequency is stored in memory and the
bearing to the station is displayed. The legend TO is illuminated below
the bearing display.

l -7
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(3) BRG - FROM. The Standby frequency setting is stored and the
bearing from the station is displayed. The legend FR is illuminated below
the bearing display.

c. Frequency Select Swilches. The outer of two concentric rotary switches
selects MHz and the inner selects kHz.

d. Window Displays. With the display mode switch set to FI{EQ the
frequency in use is displayed in the ACTIVE window and the Standby
frequency is displayed in the STBY. FREQ/BRG window. With the display
mode switch set to BRG - TO or BRG - FROM and a VOR frequency in the
ACTIVE window the bearing to or from the VOR beacon is displayed in the
STBY. FREQ/BRG window;the Standby frequency is stored in memory.
With an ILS frequency in the ACTIVE window the STBY. FREQ/BRG
windowdisplays abarandthe LOC legend is illuminated. An arow, between
the windows, indicates into which window selected frequency data will be
displayed.

e. Transfer Switch. A button switch, < >, below the display window,
transposes the Active and Standby frequencies. With the display mode
switch to FREQ both frequencies are visible and can be seen to transpose. In
BRG - TO/FROM mode the Standby frequency is retrieved from memory
and displayed in the ACTIVE window. Ifthe new Active frequency is a VOR
frequency the appropriate bearing is displayed in the STBY. FREQ/BRG
window; the previous Active frequency is stored in memory.

VOR/ILS/DME Indicator

14. The VOR/ILS/DME indicator (Fig 6)has the following controls and indica-
tions:

a. OFF/DIMMER Swilch. With this rotary switch at the top right turned
fully counterclockwise (OFF) the DME display is blank. Clockwise rotation
initially displays DME distance at full brilliance; further clockwise rotation
reducesthe brilliance.

b. VOR BearingDlal. This dial, controlled by the VOR bearing select knob,
indicates the required radial against the fixed index at the top ofthe dial.

c. Bearing Select Knob. This rotary control (labelled PUSH - KTS)moves
the bearing dial with respect to the fixed index; when pressed and held, it

^ changes the DME display to indicate aircraft relative ground speed in knots
O ifthe aircraft is transiting to/from the station.

| -7
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d. VOMILS Indicator. For VOR steering the vertical bar indicates the
aircraft position left or right of the selected radial. Full scale displacement
represents I 0o deviation; therefore, each dot represents 2". For ILS the bar
moves left or right to indicate deviation from the localiser centreline.

e. NAV/TO/FROM Flags. A red NAV flag warns of either a loss of VOR
or ILS localiser signal or an inadequate signal level. A TO or FROM flag
appears with a valid signal.

f. Glidepath Indicator. A horizontal bar moves up or down to indicate
deviation above or below the ILS glidepath.

g. GS Flag. A red GS flag warns of either the loss of or an inadequate
glidepath signal.

h. Marker Beqcon Lights. These are not used in this installation.

i. DME Display. Distance in nautical miles is normally displayed. A bar
indicates an unusable signal or circuit defect. Ifthe bearing select knob is
pressed and held, the display changes to indicate relative groundspeed in
knots. IfERR is displayed when the knob is pressed, this indicates that a false
channelling code has been received from the NAV receiver.

t -7
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AERIALS

General

15. A combinedUHFA/HF aerial is on the top centreline ofthe fuselage between
the canopy and the fin. An additional UHF aerial is on the undersurface of the
fuselage and aerial selection is by means ofa UHF AERIAL - UPPER/LOWER
switch on the circuit breaker panel. Power for operation ofthe aerial changeover
relay is from the main busbar via a UHF AERIAL circuit breaker, adjacent to the
switch.

NORMAL USE OR MANAGEMENT

Before Starting

16. Before starting, when strapped in with power on, switch on the intercom and
adjust volume as required. Switch on the VHF and UHF. Select the required
services and frequencies and adjust the volume at each control unit. Select the
UHF aerial as required.

After Starting

17. After starting make test transmissions as convenient. Test the transponder.
If UHF DF is required, select TONE as directed.

Note: Severe deterioration or total loss of communication may occur between
aircraft flying in close formation. If using UHF, try the alternative aerial.

After Landing

18. After landing andshuttingdownthe engine, switch offthe VHF, UHF, VOR/
ILS/DME and SSRtransponder. Before leaving the cockpit, switch offthe CCS.

t -7
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MALFUNCTIONING

CCS Failure

19. Ifthe CCS malfunctions checkthatjackplugs are fully in and thatthe AUDIO
circuit breaker is set; if it is not, make one attempt to reset. If the fault persists
the action depends on the ground facilities available:

a. UHF Ground Facilities Available or the AUDIO c/b Cannot Be Reset. lf
UHF ground facilities are available, make the selections which follow. With
these selections intercom, using the UHF sidetone, and UHF communication
are available; VHF cannot be used. Intercom volume cannot be adjusted by
the pilot.

b. VHF Ground Facililies Available. If only VHF ground facilities are

available, makethe selections which follow. With these selections intercom,
usingthe VHF sidetone, and VHF communication are available; UHF cannot
be used. Intercom volume cannot be adjusted by the pilot.

NORM-FAIL switch ...

YCNORM-EMERG switch ...
UHF receiver switch ...

Transmitter selector switch

NORM-FAIL switch ...

VC NORM-EMERG switch ...

VHF receiver switch ...

UHF receiver switch ...

Transmitter selector switch

FAIL
EMERG
UP
UHF

FAIL
EMERG
Up
Down
VHF

t -7
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AP l0l8-380t-15 & l6
Airframe and Flying Limitations

PART 2

The limitations given in this Part are taken from the Release
to Service, Issue 4 to AL3. The Release to Service must be
consulted to ascertain the latest release standard.

CHAPTER 1 . AIRFRAME AND FLYING LIMITATIONS

Contents

Definition of Limitations ...

General
Weight and Centre of Gravity
Maximum Speeds ...

Para

1

2

7

l0
l3
t4
2t

Normal Acceleration
Manoeuvres Including Aerobatics, Stalling and Spinning
Wind
Maximum Altitude...
Aircraft Approach Criteria
Trampling of Aircraft Arresting Gear
Radio and Navigation Equipment
Emergency Equipment
Operating from Grass Surfaces

Illustration
Centre of Gravity Envelope

Definition of Limitations

l. Certain limitations are quoted at two levels; these are:

a. Normal Lrnits. Normal limits may be reached as often as the pilot's task
requires, without undue risk, and may be exceeded occasionally by a small
amount without untoward consequences. The pilot should not deliberately
aim to exceed the quoted Normal Limits.
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b. Never Exceed Limits. In some cases, a second and higherNever Exceed
Iimit is quoted in addition to the Normal Limit. This represents the full
Design Flight Envelope case or the highest figure for which all aspects have e
been investigated in flight and ground tests. These limits are never to be
exceeded because consequential effects beyond these levels are either
hazardous or unknown.

Note: Unless otherwise stated, the limits contained in this Chapter are Normal
Limits.

General

2. The Bulldog T Mk I is a primary training aircraft and is cleared for flight v
by day and night in temperate climates (minus lOoC to +35oC at sea level).

3. Flight in IMC is permitted.

4. The aircraft is not cleared for flight in icing conditions. If icing is
inadvertently encountered the aircraft must be flown clear of the conditions as
soon as possible.

5. Smoking is not permitted.

6. The aircraft may be operated by one pilot. When flown solo the aircraft must
be operated from the left seat.

Weight and Centre of Gravity

7. Weights. The maximum permitted weights are:

a. Take-offand landing 2350 lb

b. Zero fuel weight (ZFW) (ie, total weight
including crew, less fuel) for aerobatics 2170lb

c. In baggage compartment (max floor loading 75lblftz) 220lb

8. Centre of Gravity. The centre of gravity (CG) of the aircraft must always
lie within the outline boundaries of the cG envelope shown in Fig l. Informa-
tion on derivation of aircraft loading and CG position is given in part 5.

2-l
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AP l0lB-3801-15 & 16
Airframe and Flying Limitations

6s 66 6 8 70 /r'5 7-2

CG POSITION - INCHES AOD

2 - I Fig I Centre of Gravity Envelope

9. Datum Point. The datum point is fuselage station zero, located 73 inches
forward of the weighing reference point which is indicated by a plate on the
underside of the fuselage.

Maximum Speeds

l0.Clean Aircraft. The maximum permissible speeds for a clean aircraft are:

Never exceed speed 185 knots
Normal operating speed... 145 knots
For full application ofaileron, elevator or rudder 140 knots

2-l
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ll . Flaps Extended. Themaximum permissible speeds with flaps extended are:

Between UP and INTER and at INTER I35 knots r
Between INTER and FULL and at FULL 100 knots

12. Canopy Opening. Themaximum speed for opening the canopy is 120 knots.

Note: Except in an emergency the canopy must not be opened more than
eight inches and must be latched; manoeuvres in this configuration must be
restricted to those associated with cruise, circuit and landing.

Normal Acceleration

13. a. The maximum permitted indicated positive and negative accelerations
for a clean aircraft are given in Table L Manoeuvres which risk exceeding
the limits given must be avoided.

b. With flaps extended to any position the maximum permitted normal
acceleration is +2 g.

Manoeuvres, Including Aerobatics, Stalling and Spinning

14. Aerobatic manoeuvres and spinning are prohibited under any of the follow-
ing conditions:

a. When the flaps are extended.

b. When baggage is caried.

c. When a personal survival pack (PSP) is fitted to the pilot's seat.

I 5. Inverted spinning is prohibited.

16. The aircraft is cleared for erect spins ofup to eight turns.

Note: If recovery from the spin is delayed, full anti-spin control should be
maintained after reference has been made to the turn needle that the correct
action is being taken.

2-l
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Airframe and Flying Limitations

Table I - Maximum Acceleration - Clean Aircraft

(l) Symmetric Mqnoeuvres

Aerobqtics Permitted Non-Aerobatic

1.

)
3.

ZFW below 2170lb
No baggage caried

l. ZFW above2lT0lb and/or
2. Baggage carried and/or

No PSP fitted in pilot's seat 3. PSP fitted in pilot's seat

Normal +4'7sgto minus 2gl +3g to minus 0'75gl
minus l'5g above 140 knots +0'259 above 140 knots

Never exceed +5.59 to minus?.75gl +3'75gto minus l.5gl
minus 29 above 140 knots minus 0.5g above 140 knots

(2) Rolling Manoeuvres Using Any Amount of Aileron Deflection at Speeds up
to 140 knots

Aerobatics Permitted Non-Aerobalic

l. ZFW below 2170 lb
2. No baggage caried
3. No PSP fitted in pilot's seat

l. ZFW above2lT0lb and/or
2. Baggage carried and/or
3. PSP fitted in pilot's seat

Normal +3'l59 to minus lg Limited to 30" bank using low
roll rates

Never exceed +3.659to minus l.5g +2.5g to 0g

(3) Rolling Manoeuvres at Speeds Above 140 knots. In rolling manoeuvres
above 140 knots coarse control applications are prohibited.

2-l
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17. To enable qualified flying instructors (QFI) to maintain the desired famili-
arity, a high rotational spin may be caried out once per month per QFI.

18. Flick manoeuvres are prohibited.

l9.The demonstration and practice of aerobatic manoeuvres are permitted
provided that:

a. The period offlight under negative g per manoeuvre does not exceed 8 .

seconds.

b. The interval between each period of negative g is not less than l0
seconds.

a c. The booster pump is switched off before starting any aerobatic man-
oeuvres above 3,000 ft AGL.

d. The aircraft is immediately recovered to positive g flight if fuel pressure
fluctuations or engine rough running occur during inverted flight.

e. During spinning and aerobatic manoeuvres, positive oil pressure is
continuously shown on the gauge.

f. Full recovery of oil pressure (minimum) is obtained. a
20. Violent manoeuvres, checked by sudden application of full control move-
ment may cause excessive loads to be imposed on the structure and are to be
avoided.

Wind

2l.The maximum crosswind component for take-off and landing on a wet or
dry runway is 30 knots. The aircraft should not be operated when winds are

a gusting at, or in excess of,40 knots on the ground. a

Note: During landing, the moment of alignment with the runway must be
carefully judged, otherwise the aircraft starts to drift downwind.

2-l
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Maximum Altitude

Aircraft Approach Criteria

23. The aircraft category for approaches is Category A.

Trampling of Aircraft Arresting Gear

24.a. The aircraft is cleared to trample the following arrester cables at right
angles and at speeds of less than 30 knots:

(l)RHAG.

(2) PUAG.

b. CHAG. The CHAG cable should be trampled only at a walking pace and
under the direction of a marshaller.

Radio and Navigation Equipment

25. Apart from the ILS, the radio and navigation equipment described in Part I
is cleared for use. Note the following:

a. VHF. Severe deterioration or total loss of communication may occur on
VHF between aircraft flying in close formation.

\"/ b. DME. DME range is satisfactory; however, for Tacan channels up to 63,
range performance cannot be guaranteed up to 70Vo ofthe radio horizon.

c. Compass. Deviations of up to 10" on some headings may be expected
as a result of electrical and mechanical interference.

I Ze.tne ILS can give spurious signals without the associated OFF flags and,
unless monitoredbyPARor SRE,should onlyto beused fortrainingpurposes and
then only in VMC conditions. a

2-l
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Emergency Equipment

2T.Thefollowing emergency equipment is cleared for use: .J

a. Parachute assembly B Mk 63.

b. Parachute assembly B\tlk72.

(l) The BMk72 parachute assembly must be donned before entry into
the cockpit.

(2) The B Mk 72 parachute assembly is limited to use over land only. It
is no, compatible with the Mk 25 or similar life preservers. v

c. Personal survival pack type S Mk l.

Operating from Grass Surfaces

28. For safe operation from grass surfaces the maximum height to which (lush)
grass may be allowed to grow before mowing is five inches. Where take-offand
landing distances are critical, the maximum height of the grass should be three
inches.

2-l
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Engine Limitations

PART 2

CHAPTER 2 - ENGINE LIMITATIONS

Contents

RPM
Manifold Pressure ...

Fuel
oil
Cylinder Head Temperature
Magneto Checks

Illustration
Maximum Permissible Manifold Pressure for RPM and
Altitude

Para

I
2
3

4
5

6

Fig

I

RPM

l. a. MaximumpermissibleRPM

b. Maximum RPM (oil temperature below 30"C)

c. Ground idling RPM ...

and lean offrise

2700

1200

800 +50
+5 to +30

Manifold Pressure

2. When the engine is operating at RPM below 2400 it is possible to 'over-
boost' the engine. To avoid this condition, the manifold pressure must not be
allowed to exceed the value derived from Fig l.

Fuel

3. The fuel specification is given in Leading Particulars. The maximum
permitted fuel injection pressure is 12 PSI.

2-2
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CAUTION: The aircraft can be operated up to a maximum of 35"C ambient
temperature during the relatively short periods of time this temperature is
achieved in Europe. At all times during these periods the cylinder head
temperature, oil temperature and oil pressure are to be monitored in accordance
with Flight Reference Cards.

4. The oil specification is given in Leading Particulars. Oil pressure and
temperature limitations are given below.

a. Oil Pressure

(l) Minimum at idling RPM 25 PSI

(2) Maximum during start and warm-up 100 PSI

(3) Normal operating range ... 55 to 95 PSI

(4) Minimum during closed throttle descent

at 1200 RPMaa 40 PSI

(5) Minimum during inverted flight 55 PSI

Note l: The oil pressure gauge has a green coloured arc covering the range 60
to 90 PSI.

Note 2: The aircraft may be subjected to negative g for continuous periods not
exceeding eight seconds with an interval of not less than l0 seconds between
negative g applications.

Note 3: Oil pressure drops below 55 PSI briefly whilst the aircraft is being
inverted or re-erected.

2-2
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b. Oil Temperature. The oil temperature limitations are:

(l) Minimum before exceeding 1200 RPM 30oC

(2) Ma:<imum permitted I lSoC

(3) Minimum for continuous operation 60oC

Cylinder Ifead Temperature

5. The cylinder head temperature limitations are:

a. Minimum before exceeding 1200 RPM l00oc

b. Minimum during flight 50oC

c. Ma:<imum at full throttle ... 246"C

d. Ma:rimum before shutdown (after flight) ... 180'C

Magneto Checks

6. The permissible RPM drops during magrreto checks at 2 100 RPM are given
below. If the engine cuts out when either magneto is switched offthe engine
must be allowed to stop.

a. Ma:rimum drop on each magneto ... 175 RPM

b. Maximum difference betw.een RPM
achieved on each magneto separately 50 RPM

2-2
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PART 3

CIIAPTER 1 . PREPARATION F'OR FLIGHT

Before Starting
Stating the Engine ...
Failure to Start
After Starting
Testing the Engine ...
Taxying

Contents

Para
I
2
4
5

7
11

Before Starting

1. Before starting, carry out the Initial, External and Cockpit Checks.

Starting the Engine

2. Start the engine using the Starting the Engine checks.

3. It is easy to overprime the engine when starting from cold. Only select the fuel
boosterpump on long enough to check for a fuel pressure indication, then switch
it OFFimnediately. When the engine is hot (any indication of cylinderhead and/
or oil temperature), and the aircraft has been standing for between 15 and 30
minutes since shutdown, do not carry out a fuel booster pump check.

Failure to Start

4. If the engine fails to stafi after 10 to 12 seconds, release the starter button.
Check the fuel booster pump is OFF, then wait for five minutes before making a
further attempt to start. If the cause of the failure to start is over-priming, make
the next aftempt to start as for starting a hot engine.

After Starting

5. Carry out the After Starting checks. If the starter warning light does not go

a*" r,Or]r',
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out when the starter button is released, shut down the engine and investigate the
cause. If the oil pressure does notrise to aminimum of 25 PSI within 30 seconds
of starting, shut down the engine and investigate the cause.

6 . Allow the engine to warm up at 1 200 RPM . These RPM must not be exceeded
until the engineoil te,mperaturehasreached 30oC and the cylinderheadtempera-
ture has reached 1 00"C. The ignition check, carried out at 1200 RPM, is done by
moving the ignition switch from BOTH to R, back to B OTH, from BOTH to L and
finally back to BOTH: if the engine cuts dead, a dead magneto exists. Allow a
definite pause before BOTH is selected, to allow engine RPM to reduce. If RPM
do not reduce, a live magneto probably exists. This can be confinned by closing
the throttle then momentarily selecting the ignition to OFF and then back to
BOTH: theenginedoesnotcutdeadifalivemagneto exists. Ifeitheraliveordead
magneto is detected, shut down and have the fault rectified. The ignition check
is repeated before shutdown.

Testing the Engine

CAUTION: On the ground, or in the air, unless care is taken when closing the
throttle ormoving the RPM lever forward, danagemay be causedto thepropeller
finepitchstop. Whenreducingpower,alwaysclosethethrottleslowlyuntilRPM
begin to decrease. Similady, when increasing RPM, always move the RPM lever
slowly fonvard until RPM cease to increase.

7. Test the engine using the Testing the Engine checks, keeping the control
column andrudder bar central. Keep operation of the engine athigh power on theO
ground to a minimum, tro avoid overheating. It is not nomrally necessary to check
the engine at full power: if a full powff check is carried out, hold the control
column fully back when atfullpower to preventthe aircraft from skipping forward
on the main wheels; the nosewheel should be sEaight to prevent the nose dipping
sideways.

8. When testing the magnetos at 2100 RPM, select each magneto in turn,
retuming the ignition switch to BOTH between each individual selection. Do not
run the engine on one magneto for longer tlan a few seconds. If the ignition switch
is inadvertenfly selected OFF or if tle engine cuts dead, do not reselect the switch
to BOTH. Following inadvertent selection to OFF, allow the engine to run down
and then re-start using the hot start procedme. If the engine cuts dead, have the
fault investigated.

9. For the first flight of &e day, exercise the RPM control three times during the
engine test to circulats oil in the RPM control unit.

3-l
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10. Complete the engine test by carying out the following mixture check:

a. Confiml the cylinder head temperahre is between 125 and 180"C.

b. Close the throtfle and check the idling RPM are 800 t50.

c . Move the mixture control lever to the weak mixture gate and hold for five
seconds.

Check thatRPM increase by 5 to 30 RPM.

Return the mixture conftol lever to FULL RICH.

Taxying

11. Use the following procedure for trxying:

a. Close the tlrotfle and have the chocks removed.

b. When the chocks are clear, press the toe brake pedals and release the
parking brake.

c. Open the throttle to give 1200 RPM andrelease the toe brake pedals. As
the aircraftmoves forwardprass tle toe bnakepedals momentarily to checkthe
operation of the brakes. When at the correct taxying speed, reduce power as

required.

d. Steer the aircraft by using the rudder pedals to control the nosewheel

steering. The foot loads are high, especially with a forward centre of gravity,
so itmay be necessary to use the toe brakes in conjunction with thenosewheel
steering to turn the aircraft. If full deflection of the nosewheel steering does

notproduce a tight enough turn, brakes may be usedin the direction of turn to
assist. Although this produces a smaller radius turn, it also causes the

O nosewheelto'scuff;inaddition,itcouldcauseundesirablestresseswithinthe
rudder conftol system; only use this method when absolutely necessary.O
Additional care is required to avoid turning on a locked wheel.

e. When clear of the dispersal, while trxying, apply full rudder in each

direction to ensure that full, free and correct movement of the rudder is
available and that the nosewheel steering is functioning correctly. Check the
operation of the flight instruments.

3-t
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f. To stop the aircraft, close the throttle, keep straight using the nosewheel
s0eering and press both toe b'rake pedals simultaneously. When stationary,
apply the prking brake and set 1200 RPM.

12. The aircraft is not to be operated when the wind is gusting at, or in excess of, \-,
40knots on theground. When taxying crosswindinhigh winds thereis atendency
for the into-wind wing to lift; full aileron deflection may be required to counteract
this tendency . Do rnt atternpt to tary in high winds with the control lock fitted. :
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AP l01B-3801-15
Handling inFlight

PART 3

HANDLING IN FLIGHT

Contents

Take-Off
Climbing
General Flying
Flight in Icing Conditions
Flight in Turbulent Conditions
Mixture Control
Cruising
Gliding
Stalling
Spinning
Other Manoeuwes ...

Take-Off

1. Carry out the Take-off Checks.

2. Align the aircraft with the take-off path, release the brakes and open the
throtfle fully. As soon as practicable after selecting fiilI power, carry out the
Checks During Take-Off by monitoring the engine insftuments to confinn
that oil pressure is 55 to 95 PSI, that fuel pressure is7 to 12 PSI and that RPM
are'2,650 ton00. The RPM do not exceed 2650in still air but increase to 2700
as the aircraft accelerates. There is little tendency to swing; keep straight using
the nosewheel steering. At 50 knots raise the nosewheel just clear of the ground
and fly off at 60 knots. Do not attempt to raise the nosewheel emlier than 45
knots because, especially with an aft cenfte of gravity (CG), the resulting
rotation when the elevator becomes effective may be so sudden that it is
impossible to prevent the tail bumper from sriking the ground.

3. In crosswind conditions, hold the nosewheel on the ground until 60 knots;
then, raise thenosewheel to fly off cleanly. Initially, up to full aileron may be
required to prevent the into-wind wing from rising: the deflection required
reduces as speed increases. The maximum pennitted crosswind component for
take-offis 30 knors.
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4. After take-off, hold the airoaft in a shallow climb and allow the speed 0o

increase to climbing speed. Carry out the Checks After Take Off. There is no
sink and negligible rim change when the flaps are raised. If remaining below
transition altitude and departing from the circuit set the regional pressure

setting on the altimeter and adjust the mixture control to set the best power fuel
O pressure (para 6). When appropriate, carry out theAirfield Departure Checks

unless remaining in the circuit.

Climbing

5. Climb at full throtfle with maximum RPM (2700) at 80 knots up to 5000 feet
AMSL and thereafter at 75 knots. Above 1500 feet adjust the mixtue conEol
to set the best power fuel pressure given in pua 6. Then mrk the throttle
quadrant with a chinagraph line to facilitate resetting the mixture control at

other settings than full throttle and maximum RPM. The fuel injection confiol
unit then provides approximately the correct fuel pressure to the engine

appropriate to altitude. At the highff altitudes some over-richness Inay occur,

resulting in rough running or loss of power. This does not normally occur below
5000 feet. If either symptom occurs, use the mixfire control to reduce the fuel
pressue until the symptom disappears. On descent, take care to rcturn the

mixture control to the chinagraph mark to avoid over-weakness at lower
altitudes. Ol

6. To calculate the best power fuel pressure setting, subtract from 7 PSI, one
third PSI for every 1000 feet indicated on the altimeter.

General Flying

7. Flying Controls. The confrols are well hannonized and remain light and
positive throughout the speed range.

8. Changes of Attitude. Changes of attitude resulting from confrguration
changes arevery small butaremagnifiedby the changeof speedwhich follows.
The changes of attitude are:

o

a. Flap down

b. Flap up

c. Poweron

d. Poweroff

9. Stability. The aircraft has

3-2
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CG with full power and full flap set, is easy to him. Lateral balancing
may be carried out by alternate selection of the wing fuel tanks: however, the fuel
asynmefy should not normally be allowed to exceed 3 gallons.

l0.Unbalanced Flight. If the aircraft is flown markedly out of balance, eg,
sideslipping, fuel in the tank of the lower wing may uncover the tank outlet. If
that tank only is selected, aeration of the fuel supply may occur, leading to the
engine stopping. Therefore, the fuel selector should be set to BOfiI and the

O booster pump checked on before intentionally flying out of balance. a

Flight in Icing Conditions

1 l.The aircraft is not clemed for flight in icing conditions and the aircraft should
be flown clear of tlese conditions if icing is inadvertently encountered. Icing can
occur over a wide tempexature range, therefore induction air should be selected
to HOT during all flights in cloud when operating at cruise power settings or
below. The use of hot air is undesirable during take-off and landing although,
if necessary, it may be used in the climb. Flight in cloud at low temperatures is
to be avoided whenever possible because impact icing may occur. When impact
icing conditions exist, the airfilterislikely to becomeblockedbeforethepressure
sensing tubes in the fuel control unit are affected. The recommended ice
prevention/protection actions are:

a. Before entering cloud when at cruising power or less, select induction air
to HOT; reselect COLD when clear of cloud.

b. When flying in icing conOitions or if Ulockage of the air filter is suspected,
indicated by a drop in manifold pressure, select induction air to HOT until
clear of the icing conditions. This action does not remove the ice from the
filter: this can only be achieved by flying in air at a [emperature above 0oC.

c. If icing of the pressure sensing tubes occurs, indicated during flight in
cloud at low temperatues by a reduction in fuel pressure and rough running
of the engine, select induction air to HOT until the synptoms disappear;
reselect COLD when clear of cloud.

Flight in Turbulent Conditions

1.2. The recommended speed for flight in turbulent conditions is 85 knots. The
flaps should be UP and the fuel booster pump on.
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Mixture Control

1 3 .The mixture control should always be set to FULL RICH for ground running
and take-off and landing. Use of the mixture conEol during the climb is
described in para 5 and 6. Para 14 to 17 describe its use in cruising flight.

Cruising

14.Changes of Power

a. When the mixture conftol is set to give a mixture weaker &an that
required to give best power, and an increase in power is required, the correct
order of setting the engine controls is:

Mixture
RPM
Manifold pressure
Mixtule

FULLRICH
Set to new setting
Set io new setting
Adjust

b. With all other mixture settings the correct method of changing power is:

(1) Increasing power:
RPM Set to new setting
Manifold pressure Set to new setting

(2) Reducing power:
Manifold pressure Set to new setting
RPM Set to new setting

li.General Handling. For general handling purposes, the RPM control may
be left in a position which controls propeller speed at or above 2600 RPM, the
manifold pressure being varied by use of the throttle to obtain the desired IAS.
The mixture confol should be set in theposition which gives the bestpower fuel
pressue in the climb (see para 5). Fuel consumption with these settings is
approximately 10 gallons per hour at 4 PSI fuel pressure and thence increasing
by 1 gallon per hour for each increase of 1 PSI fuel pressure. To avoid over-
boosting the engine, manifold pressure should be kept at or below the first two
figures of the RPM set plus 4.5, subject to a fluNimum of 28 inches Hg,
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AP l0lB-3E01-15 - Handling in Flight

below 2400 RPM. At and above 2400 RPM, the use of full throttle
should not over-boost the engine.

16. Navigarion Exercises. The percentage power settings required
for selected cruising speeds and the RPM, manifold pressure and fuel
pressures required to achieve those speeds are given in the FRC. Best
Power Mixture (BPM) may be set at all percentage powers but Best
Economy Mixture (BEM) may only be used at 701o power or less.

If the cylinder head temperature exceeds 224"C for BPM or 205oC for
BEM, the mixture must be richened to reduce the cylinder head tem-
perature to below the appropriate value. Because fuel consumption
increases with increase of RPM, the lowest RPM available should be
used, the manifold pressure and fuel pressure being adjusted with the
throttle and mixture control respectively to the settings given. When
flying for long periods in low temperatures, at a constant power setting,
slowly exercise the RPM control between maximum and minimum
RPM for approximately 20 seconds in each hour. If BEM is set, richen
the mixture to the BPM setting before exercising the RPM control.

17. Flying lor Endurance. For best endurance fly at the lowest prac-
ticable altitude with the flaps up. Set 1800 RPM with the RPM control
and adjust the throttle to give an IAS of 80 knots: approximately 22
in Hg manifold pressure is required. Use the mixture control to reduce
the fuel pressure until a slight fluctuation of RPM is noticed: then
increase the fuel pressure until the RPM fluctuation just disappears.
This gives a fuel consumption of approximately 5 gal/hour.

Gliding

18. The recommended gliding speed is 75 knots. The engine should
be cleared at regular intervals during a prolonged descent and the
cylinder head temperature should not be allowed to fall below 50'C.
In still air the clean aircraft covers approximately l'25 NM ground
distance per 1000 feet descent with the throttle closed and the propeller
windmilling in the maximum RPM position.

I Stelling

19. Checks. The checks to be carried out before and after stalling, are
given in the FRC. <>
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20. Stalling Behaviour

a. The approximate stalling speeds, in knots, are:

AUW (tb)
Aircralt Configuration

23s0 I 17s0

Power off, flaps UP 53

5l
50

45

47

46

46

N

Power off, flaps INTER
Power oft, flaps FULL
Power on, typical approach conditions

b. Stall warning is given naturally by mild airframe buffet and
light vibration on the elevators, and artificially by a warning horn.
For primary pilot and instructor training the stall warning system
is rendered inoperative.

(1) Natural. With the engine idling, natural stall warning
occurs 0 to I knots before the stall when the CG is at its
forward limit and about 4 knots before the stall when the CG
is at its aft limit. Wirh 759o power set, the warning occurs
about 2 knots before the stall, irrespective of CG position.
INTER flap does not affect the natural stall warning: FULL
flap reduces the amount of warning to 0 to I knot.

(2) Artificial. With the engine idling and irrespective of
flap setting the warning horn operates about 5 to 8 knots
before the stall when the CG is at its forward limit and about
l0 knots before the stall when the CG is at its aft limit. With
759o power set, the horn operates about l0 knots before the
stall when the CG is at its forward limit and about 12 knots
before the stall when the CG is at its aft limit.

Note: Where a range of speeds is given, the higher figure applies
to an aircraft at maximum AIJW, the lower speed to an aircraft at
an AUW below 2000lb.

c. The stall is characterizedby a positive increase in aerodynamic
buffet and a small nose-down pitch followed by slight oscillation in
pitch. At mid and aft CG there is a tendency for the right wing to
drop which is more marked when flap is extended and when power
is on. The ailerons remain effective during the stall. However in
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the extreme confiBuration, ie, flap down, power on and at aft CC,
harsh use of the aileron can lead to an incipient spin.

d. The stall in the turn is indicated by moderate buffet and
occasionally by a tendency for the aircraft to roll to the right
irrespective of the direction of the turn. The stall warning horn also
operates before the stall at speeds which vary with the direction of
the turn, the operating speed being higher in a turn to the right.

e. Recovery from the stall in all cases is straighforward and ezsy;
releasing the back pressure on the control column produces an

immediate recovery.

Spinning
21. Chaks. The checks to be carried out before and after spinning
are in the FRC.

22. Criteria and Handling Tahniqua. The aircraft is .cleared for erect
spins of up to eight turns subject to the following:

a. Height Considerations

(ll Entry Height See Command Air Staff lnstructions for entry
height and esential considerations.

(2) Height Loss Height los is approximately 350 feet per turn.

' (31 Minimum Height to Commence Recovery. Minimum
a Abandonment Height plus 3500 feet. O

(41 Minimum Abandonment Height (MAH). Transition level plus
height of the ground AMSL (based on transition altitude of 3000
feet therefore giving a minimum height of 3000 feet AGL).

(5) HiSh Roalonal Spins. Intentional high rotational spins must
be entercd from FLl00. Over high terrain or when the transition
level is higher than FL30, there may not be sufficient height for a
high rotational spin to develop before Minimum Height to
Commence Recovery is reached.

l_2
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b. Normal Spin
(l) Spin l:ntry. At 60 knots, with the throttle closed, apply Jull
ruddcr in the required direction and at the same time bring the
control column fully back. If the control column movemenr is
delayed, a high rotational spin may develop. lf the aircraft enrers
a full spin from manoeuvre, close the throttle.

Notc 1: Before practising sprnning, set the elevator tnm in the
Take-Off band.

Note 2: At extreme forward CC positions, or if pro-sprn control
is not applied fully on entry, a spiral dive may result. This can be
recogniz-ed by an increase in lAS, moderate airframe and elevator
buffet and a slow rate of rotation.

(2) Spin Characteristics. The initial autorotative rolling can be
considered as the incipient stage of the spin. The aircraft pirches
up as it rolls onto its back during entry, the nose passes down
through the vertical and then upwards to achieve. after half a

turn, an erect spin with the nose 30 to 50 degrees below the
horizon, each turn taking about two seconds. Some degree of
oscillation in pitch, roll and yaw may be expenenced. The IAS
settles at about 20 knots in a spin to the left and at about 50 knots
in a spin to the right. The controls should be maintained in the
full pro-spin position or a high rotational or otherwise unusual
spin is likely to develop.

Note: The high rate of rotation during the spin is likely to cause
disonentation, especially during the recovery.

High Rontional Spin
(l) l:ntry. Establish a normal erect spin. After not more than
three turns, either maintain full pro-spin or apply full anti-spin
rudder, then move the control column forward one to two inches
from the back stop. lf anti-spin rudder is used, guard agarnst any
tendency to reverse it automatically when recovery is iniriated.

(2) Spin Characteristics. ln a high rorarional spin the IAS
increases. The spin rate may be in exces of one turn per second,
the motion can be markedly more oscillatory and the nose may
pitch down to 70 degrees or more below the horiz.on. Airframe
buffet is higher than in a normal spin. lf anti-spin rudder is used,
pitch oscillations are more likely.
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(2) Spin Characteristics. In a high rotational spin the IAS increases.
The spin rate may be in excess of one turn per second, the motion can
be markedly more oscillatory and the nose may pitch down to 70o or
more below the horizon. Airframe buffet is higher than in a normal
spin. If anti-spin rudder is used, pitch oscillations are more likely.

Z3.Incipient Sprn. Only the first 350o of roll or half turn of the spin may be
considered incipient. To be effective, recovery action must be taken within
these parameters and initiated as soon as possible after recognition of depar-
ture.

Z4.Incipient Spin Recovery. The recovery during the incipient stage is:

Centalize the controls promptly.

Note 1: Centralizing the controls rnay involve countering out-of-trimforces.
The central position of the controls is defined as rudder central, ailerons
neutral and elevator in line with the nilplane. If the aircrafi does rwt recover
immediately take full spin recovery action.

Note 2: Following unsuccessful or late incipient spin recovery action, the
likelihood of the aircraft entering a high rotational or otherwise unusual spin
is increased. See \trARNING before para2l.

Zl.Fully Developed Spin Recovery

a. There is only one recovery technique from developed spins. If the

aircraft enters a fully developed spin the following recovery actions must
be taken:

(1) Monitor height - see WARNING before para2l.

(2) Close the throttle.

(3) Check direction of yaw as indicated by turn pointer.

(a) Apply and maintain full rudder to oppose yaw.

(5) Move the control column smoothly and firmly forward until the spin
stops, ensuring that the ailerons are neutral throughout.
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(6) When the spin stops centralize the rudder.

(7) Level the wings and recover from the ensuing dive.

b. From a normal spin, the aircraft usually recovers in one to two turns;
recovery may, however, be prolonged and it is therefore essential that the
Minimum Height to Commence Recovery specified in para 22 a (3) is
observed. The allowance for recovery in para 22 a (3) is considered
adequate in all cases. If the atcraft shows a reluctance to recover from the
spin, check the direction of the spin from the ntrn pointer and confirm that
full anti-spin rudder is being maintained and that the control column is
being held fully forward.

Note: Achievement of full forward control column may require a considerable
extra push force ifthe aircraft is in a high rotational or otherwise unusual spin.

Recovery rate is particularly dependent on elevator position and rate of
movement. Slow or hesitant forward movement of the conrol column delays

the recovery, whilst failure to move the control column sufficiently far forward
may well prevent recovery. Even momentary relaxation of full rudder or full
forward control column may prejudice eventual recovery. Therefore make no

control movements unless they are to correct positively identified erors.

c. Control forces during the recovery from a normal spin are moderate. As
the control column is moved forward the rate of rotation of the aircraft
increases. If the controls are released during the recovery the control
surfaces float to the full pro-spin position and the aircraft does not recover
from the spin. There is no need to retract the flaps if they were extended

in an inadvertent spin entry, but take care to avoid exceeding +2.0g and the

appropriate flap limiting speed during the post-recovery dive.

d. Spinning with too rich a mixture, especially to the right, can cause the
engine to stop. If the engine stops during a spin, the spin recovery and
aircraft response axe not affected. After recovering from the spin, restart
the engine using the procedure given in the FRC.

e. If RPM decrease to 400 to 600 during a spin the altemator waming light
may come on.

Other ManoeuYres

26.Checks. The checks to be carried out before ff aerobatics are given in
the FRC.

?-)
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27. Aerobaics- Aerobatic manoeuvres may be carried out provided
that the limitations in Pan 2, Chap I are complied with. Until
experience is gained the following entry speeds are recommended:

a. Roll 130 knots.

b. Barrel roll ... 120 knots.

c. Stall turn ... 120 knots.

140 knots.

e. Half roll offloop 145 knos.

28. Tailslides. lf aerodynamic control is lost and an inadvenent
tailslide is about to develop, brace the control column and rudder
pedals in a central position. Crip the control column with both hands
and remain braced until the nose has dropped and any oscillations have
ceased, leaving the throttle setting unchanged until the aircraft is in a

dive. As a precaution, return to base and place the aircraft
unserviceable pending inspection for tailslide damage.

l_2
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PART 3

CHAPTER 3 . CIRCUIT AND LANDING PROCEDURES

Contents

Approach Procedures
Circuit Procedure
Landing
Going Round Again
Roller Landing
After Landing ...

Approach Procedures

1 . Instrument approach settings are given in the Flight Reference Cards (FRC).
O'

Circuit Procedure

2. Cany out the Pre-Descent/Recovery Checks. Join the circuit at 80 knots.
While downwind carry out thelanding Checks and set the flaps to INTER. On
the final tum reduce to 75 knots and adjust the throttle to achieve a roll-out
height of 400 feet above ground level on final approach. Select FULL flap and,
when settled, fly at threshold speedplus five knots, reducing io threshold speed
at the runway threshold. The threshold speeds given in the FRC apply to an aI
up weight (A[IW) of 23 50 lb: they may be reduced by one knot per I 00 lb below
that AI-IW.

Landing

3. Normal. As the touchdown is approached, simultaneously close the throttle
smoothly and adjust the attitude of the aircraft to allow it to touch down on the
main wheels. Lower the nosewheel immediately after touchdown and com-
mence braking with the toe brake pedals as required" keeping straight by use of
nosewheel steering.

3-3
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4. Glide. The glide approach is shorter and steeper than nonnal. Fly at
75 knots irrespective of the flap setting. If the speed is allowed to reduce below
approximately 70 knots, the rate of descent increases markedly. The roundout.
requires a pronounced change of attitude.

5. Flapless. The flapless approach should be slighfly longer and flatter than
nomnl using normal speeds plus five knots. Reduce the speed gradually to
normal threshold plus five knots at the runway threshold. close the throttle
smoothly and fly the aircraft onto the ground. Litt]e adjustrnent of attitude is
required at the roundout. A protacted hold-off or harsh roundout may result
in the tail bumper striking the ground.

6. Short Landing . For a short landing fly a normal approach, with full flap, at
60 knots, aiming for a threshold speed of 55 knots. Maintain the approach
power setting until the main wheels are finnly on the ground; if the throule is
closed prematurely a heavy landing results. Lower the nosewheel immediately
after touchdown and commence maximum braking.

'7 . crosswind. The maximum crosswind component permitted for landing is
30 knots. The normal 'crab' technique is recommended for crosswind landings:
add five knots to the threshold speed. when trre nosewheel is lowered a slight
snatch may be felt on the rudder pedals as the nosewheel aligns itself with the
landing path. Full aileron deflection may be required to prevent the into-wind
wing from rising.

8. strong/Gusty wind conditions. Add five knots to the threshold speeds when
landing in gusty wind conditions or when sfrong wind gradients exist.

9. overcontrolling on Landing. If the aircraft bounces from a misjudged
landing, or is over-rotated to an excessively nose-high attitude during a
misjudged roundout, attempts by the pilot to compensate for the error may lead
to overcontrolling in pitch and result in a heavy landing and/or damage to the
nosewheel assembly. In the event of a bounce or high fl are, overshoot by holding
the control column just aft of central and opening the throttle fully whilst
keeping the wings level. If the nosewheel strikes the ground so firmly that
damage to the constant speed unit is suspected, the safest course of action is to
leave the throttle closed and stay on the ground.

GoingRound

lO.when a decision is made to go round, open the throttle fully and raise the
flaps to INTER. The aircraft accelerates quickly and climbs easily. Re-trim the
aircraft in a shallow climb until the climbing speed of 80 knots is reached.
3-3
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If the aircraft has been trimmed during the approach, a considerable amount

of nose-down trimming is required to re-trim the aircraft during the overshoot.

Roller Landing

I 1 . For a roller landing when the aircraft is firmly on the ground, leave the flaps

and elevator trim in their set position, open the throttle fully and fly the aircraft

off at the same speeds as for a normal take-off.

After Landing

o 12. complete the checks After Landing. when in dispersal, close the throttle

and select the parking brake on. Release the seat harness and then completel
the Shutdown procedure. When complete, release the parachute harness and

vacate the aircraft.
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